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Purpose
The purpose o f th is  study was to investigate the e ffec ts  of 
the Audio Visual T ac tile  (AVT) treatment in th ird - and fourth-grade 
disabled readers in three areas of reading: word-recognition s k i l ls ,
s ilent-reading comprehension s k i l ls ,  and a ttitu d e  towards reading.
Procedures
A Quasi-Experimental Pretest-Posttest Nonequivalent Group De­
sign was used. The subjects were 87 students in grades 3 and 4 with 
a t least low-average in te lligence ( I .  Q. scores of 80 and above), re­
ceiving T i t le  I  reading-support services during the 1979-80 school 
year. The students were from the C entral, Northside, and Oak Manor 
elementary schools in the Niles Community School D is tr ic t ,  N iles , Michigan.
2
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Two experimental conditions were employed fo r the study. (1)
AVT treatment, and (2) Attention-Control treatment. The d is t r ic t  read­
ing specia lis t assigned students at Central elementary school to the 
AVT treatment group (N=46), and students a t Northside and Oak Manor to 
the Attention-Control group (N=4i). Both experimental conditions re­
ceived comparable instruction in reading during regularly scheduled 
reading class periods and during T it le  I laboratory periods, where in ­
dividual attention to reading problems was given. The only apparent 
reading curriculum difference was the introduction of the AVT method 
of reading into the AVT treatment group. Both groups spent equal time 
fo r reading instru ction . The AVT treatment was administered in 9 groups 
(4-6 students in each group) by 3 instructors assisted by 3 aides 
trained in the AVT method. Students were randomly assigned to each of 
the 9 AVT treatment groups. The experimental period lasted fo r  9 weeks, 
with the AVT treatment groups receiving 16 to 18 hours of AVT instruc- 
t i  on.
Pretesting was conducted the week before and posttesting the 
week a fte r  the treatment period. Three instruments were used to 
co llect data: (1) the Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  subtcst Form A
for pretest, and Form B fo r posttest to determine word-recognition 
s k ills ;  (2) the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension subtest Form A fo r 
pretest and Form B fo r posttest to assess silent-reading comprehension 
s k ills ;  and (3) the Heathington Intermediate Scale fo r pre and post­
testing to determine a ttitu d e  towards reading.
Of the 87 students who partic ipated in this experiment, 4 
students did not meet the attendance c r ite r ia  set by the researcher, 
thus data from 83 students were included fo r  analysis (A tten tion- 
Control group=40 students, AVT treatment group=43 students.)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
To analyze the data collected, three s ta t is t ic a l methods were 
used: (1 ) one-way univariate analysis o f covariance, (2) m ultivariate  
analysis of covariance, and (3) discriminant analysis. I .  Q. scores 
and pretest scores served as the covariates.
Results
The analyses revealed the following results at the .05 level 
of significance:
1. AVT treatment s ig n ific a n tly  increased word-recognition 
scores fo r grades 3 and 4 combined, fo r grade 3, grade 4 , and fo r av­
erage I .  Q. students. There was no s ig n ifican t d ifference in word- 
recognition tes t means fo r the high-average or the low-average I .  Q. 
students, although in both cases the non-significant d ifference was in 
the d irection  of the AVT treatment group.
2. AVT treatment s ig n ific a n tly  increased s ilent-read ing  
comprehension scores fo r grades 3 and 4 combined, and fo r  grade 3. No 
s ig n ifican t difference in te s t means was found fo r grade 4, high- 
average, average, and low-average I .  Q. students, although the non­
s ig n ifican t difference favored the AVT treatment group.
3. No s ig n ifican t differences in reading a ttitu d es  was shown 
between mean posttest scores of the AVT treatment and the Attention- 
control groups.
4. There was a s ig n ific a n t difference between the centroids 
of the two treatment groups with respect to posttest scores on word- 
recognition, silent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards reading.
5. The AVT treatment group was s ig n ifican tly  d is tin c t from 
the Attention-Control group in that the former had s ig n ific a n tly  higher 
mean scores fo r word-recognition and silent-reading comprehension in 
that order of importance.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study 
With the steady decline in achievement scores in the 60's and 
70 's, educators are stressing the need for a more e ffe c tiv e  manner of 
handling children who have problems reading a t th e ir grade leve l. 
School surveys done on fourth - and fifth -g rad e  children indicate that 
about 30 percent of a l l  school children are disabled readers (Spache, 
1976, p. 5 ). George D. Spache, a past president of the International 
Reading Association uses the term "disabled reader" to denote a child  
experiencing one to two years retardation in reading. In  the past, 
children who were severely retarded in reading, that is ,  children  
reading three to four years below grade le v e l, were provided with 
special education services. However, no special program was provided 
fo r the child  who read one to two years below grade le v e l. The class­
room teacher helped the student during regular instru ction . With the 
advent of the T it le  I Program, which is fund?d by the federal govern­
ment, children reading one or more years below grade level and who are 
in schools serving low-income fam ilies are receiving small-group ins­
truction from reading specia lists  (T it le  I Application Information 
Blank 1979-80 fo r Niles Community Schools, p. 2 ). Thus, there seems 
to be nationwide concern fo r providing fa c i li t ie s  whereby a child
1
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reading a year or more below grade level can be helped before the 
ch ild 's  problem becomes a major impediment to progress in school.
In general, disabled readers are those who are not able to 
function as well in reading as th e ir  general learning a b il i ty  would 
indicate (Z in tz , 1973). In Helen Rohinson's sample o f students who 
were below nine years o f age and who had a reading grade level of 0.9  
years below th e ir  mental age and chronological age, many of them 
exhibited some or a ll  of the following characteris tics: physical
problems— that is ,  v isu a l, neurological, auditory, speech or discrim i­
nation, general physical d i f f ic u lt ie s ,  and/or endocrine disturbance— 
as well as emotional maladjustment and social problems (Robinson, 1946, 
p. 218). Hence, m ultip le factors may be involved in causing a child  
to become a disabled reader.
Since the 1960's many methods, therapies and strategies have 
been propogated by educators to a lle v ia te  reading d is a b ilit ie s  in 
children (Atkinson & Fletcher, 1972; Durkin, 1976; H a ll, 1970; Lefevre, 
1964). In order fo r gains to be seen, however, treatment had to be 
given over an extended time period, with a minimum of f i f t y  hours 
necessary to ensure long-term gains (Guthrie, S e ife r t ,  & Kline, 1978, 
p. 5 ). When dealing with the lower average I .  Q. reader ( I.Q . o f 80-90 on
the Wechsler In te lligence Scale fo r Children WISC ) and the reader 
from lower socio-economic status, the period o f remediation tends to 
be even longer (Heckerl & Sansbury, 1968).
During the 1960s a treatment called the Audio Visual Tactile  
(AVT) treatment was developed hy Frank Lang of Chattanooga,Tennessee. 
Reading specia lists using th is treatment have obseryed that progress 
of approximately a one-grade level is made by the reader a fte r  receiving
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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approximately twenty-three hours of AVT treatment (Youngberg, Lang,
Moon & Moon, 1979a, p. 23). These optim istic results are observations 
made by users o f the AVT treatment; however, i t  does seem that em­
p ir ic a l research in  the area is ju s t if ie d .
Statement o f the Problem
Success in school is closely tied  to success in reading. The 
disabled reader fo r whom reading is an impediment often experiences 
fa ilu re  in many school s ituations , which in turn may cause emotional 
problems, a lack o f self-esteem, and especia lly , negative attitudes  
towards reading and learning (Alexander & F i l le r ,  1976, pp. 3 -16 ).
Although estimates of the frequency of reading d is a b ilit ie s  
vary, depending upon the d e fin itio n  and type o f reading d is a b ili ty ,  
the population sampled, the tests used, and the s ta tis t ic a l methods 
employed, the incidence of reading d is a b ilit ie s  occuring in the school 
population is such that i t  should be of concern to educators. Ruth 
Strang (1968), professor of education and d irector of the Reading Dev­
elopment Center a t the University of Arizona,gives the following  
s ta tis tics :
. . . The frequency of reading d is a b ilit ie s  as defined by 
psychologists has been estimated as from ten to forty  per 
cent. I f  the point a t which a reading d is a b ility  is said 
to occur is set on the d is tribu tio n  of reading scores be­
low one sigma, 13.3 to 20.8 per cent of the school popula­
tion would be c lass ified  as disabled readers; o f those 
above 100 I .  Q ., 4.9 per cent; and o f those above 90 I .  Q .,
8.5 per cent. In general, estimates ranqe from 10 to 25 
per cent of the school population, (p. 2)
More s p e c ific a lly , school surveys o f the fourth and f i f t h  grades 
using group reading tests indicate that around 30 percent of pupils 
would show a retardation in reading of one year or more below th e ir  
grade placement (Spache, 1976, p. 5 ).
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I t  has been found that the longer the child is unable to read, 
the less l ik e ly  is improvement to be seen unless a program of interven­
tion is planned; and i f  improvement is seen, the longer the process 
w ill take the older the child gets (Sheldon, Stinson, & Peebles, 1969, 
p. 242). John B. Isom (1969, p. 5) states that unless readers acquire the 
basic mechanics o f reading by the la te  th ird  or early fourth-grade 
le v e l, they w il l  probably remain poor readers. Therefore, in an e ffo rt  
to a lle v ia te  the problem, school d is tr ic ts  use many d iffe re n t tre a t­
ments to help the disabled reader. However, there seems to be co n flic ­
ting evidence fo r the support of any one treatment. No one treatment 
sees to give fa s t and e ffective  remediation to a l l  disabled readers. I t  
was therefore the intention of th is study to investigate the question: 
What e ffe c t does the AVT treatment have on th ird - and fourth-grade 
disabled readers in three specific  areas of reading: word-recognition 
s k il ls ,  s ilen t-read ing  comprehension s k i l ls ,  and a ttitu d e  towards 
reading?
Purpose o f the Study 
Although the AVT treatment is  used at the Educational Labora­
tory, Chattanooga, Tennessee; a t the Andrews University Reading Center, 
Berrien Springs, Michigan; at Reading Camps; and a t the semiannual 
Andrews University Workshops, there has been l i t t l e  empirical evidence 
regarding the effectiveness of th is treatment on disabled readers.
A study conducted in the third-grade a t Clarke School, S t.
Joseph, Michigan,School D is tr ic t used a ll  the students in the two 
third-grade classrooms. The AVT treatment was given as part of the 
total reading instruction period. The study indicated that 74 percent
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the students increased th e ir  reading level by at least one grade 
level with approximately twenty-five hours o f AVT treatment (Youngberg 
4 Moon, 1979).
Thus, the central purpose o f th is  study was to investigate the 
effectiveness o f the AVT treatment when used on small groups (fou r to 
six children) o f th ird - and fourth-grade disabled readers. In keeping 
with the theoretical framework presented below regarding the reading 
process, the study focuses on the AVT treatment effects in three areas 
of reading: word-recognition, s ilen t-read ing  comprehension, and a t t i ­
tude towards reading.
Significance o f the Study
Since there is conflic ting  evidence with regard to the length 
of time necessary to help a disabled reader, and since AVT treatment 
appears to require less reading remediation time from the disabled 
reader, empirical evidence is necessary to show whether th is  is  indeed 
true . Observations of the use of th is  treatment seem to indicate quick, 
positive resu lts . I t  would thus be advantageous fo r the disabled reader 
who in the past has had to work slowly through remedia';-reading instruc­
tio n .
Federal, s ta te , and county funding is  available fo r use o f this  
treatment in specia lly  funded programs, such as the T it le  I program, 
i f  empirical data regarding its  effectiveness can be produced. This 
study would make a s ig n ifican t contribution in the area of remedial- 
readi ng i f  the empirical evidence gained from i t  gives the AVT tre a t­
ment c re d ib ility  which w il l  leg itim ize  its  use by educational planners 
and the eventual development of an e ffe c tiv e  program for disabled readers.
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Theoretical Framework 
Any study that has to do with treatment fo r disabled readers 
has to grapple with the problem o f what reading actually  is . Many 
defin itio ns  for the act o f reading have been proposed over the years. 
Bloomfield and Barnhart (1961) presented the idea that reading is  
basica lly  re lating  sounds to symbols. He suggested that meaning is not 
uniquely inherent to reading but is related to a l l  facets of language.
In contrast to Bloomfield's decoding idea o f reading, there are 
those who view reading as a two-dimensional act. Smith and Dechant 
(1961) and DeBoer and Dallmann (1961) have taken the position that 
reading not only involves visual perception of the w ritten  symbol but 
also thoughtful responses made by the reader. They place strong em­
phasis on meaning and levels o f thought.
The theoretical framework that has guided th is study is a re­
cent concept of the reading process which is more complex than Bloom­
f ie ld 's ,  Smith and Dechant's, or DeBoer and Dallmann's, fo r i t  proposes 
a three-dimensional aspect to reading. The three dimensions are per­
ception of the printed page, getting meaning from the printed page, and 
expressing how one feels about the printed page (Alexander & F i l le r ,  
1976; B arre tt, 1974).
The reading process, according to B arrett (1974), has strands 
running through i t .  The f i r s t  is concerned with the perceptual s k ills  
of reading, where the reader is concerned with the f le x ib i l i t y ,  ra te , 
and accuracy of word perception. The second deals with the cognitive 
dimensions of reading, where the reader grows in his or her a b il i ty  to 
think about and react to the w ritten  word. The reader is ahle to com­
prehend the w rite r's  thoughts and is able to react to those thoughts.
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The th ird  is devoted to the a ffe c tive  dimensions of reading, or the 
feelings children have toward reading. These three dimensions in te r ­
act with each other and are interdependent upon one another.
Statement o f Hypotheses
This study sought to tes t the following research hypotheses on 
the experimental and control groups, regarding the effects of AVT tre a t­
ment when used on disahled readers. (The control group is hereafter  
called the Attention-Control group). Four hypotheses were advanced fo r  
s ta tis t ic a l testing and are stated as research hypotheses, that is ,  
they are stated in the form which the data are expected to support.
1. There is a s ig n ifican t difference between the posttest 
word-recognition means of the two treatment groups, as measured by the 
Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  Test (WWI), when pretest scores and I .  Q. 
scores are used as covariates.
2. There is a s ig n ifican t difference between the posttest 
silent-reading comprehension means o f the two treatment groups, as 
measured by the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension suhtest, when pre­
test scores and I .  Q. scores are used as covariates.
3. There is a s ig n ifican t difference between the posttest 
reading attitude means of the two treatment groups, as measured by the 
Heathington Attitude Scale, when pretest scores and I .  Q. scores are 
used as covariates.
For each of these three hypotheses, f iv e  subhypotheses were 
posited. These concern the comparison of the means of the treatment 
groups on the given dependent variable within the following subgroups.
Subhypothesis a: Grade three suojects in both treatment groups
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Subhypothesis b: Grade four subjects in both treatment groups
Subhypothesis c: High-Average I .  Q. subjects in both tre a t­
ment groups
Subhypothesis d: Average I .  Q. subjects in both treatment
groups
Subhypothesis e: Low-Average I .  Q. subjects in both treatment
groups
4. There is a s ig n ific a n t difference between the centroids 
o f the two groups of children with respect to posttest scores of word- 
recognition, s ilent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  toward reading 
when I .  Q. and pretest scores on these variables are used as covariates.
For hypothesis 4 one subhypothesis was proposed in order to 
study the re la tiv e  importance o f the three dependent variables in dis­
criminating between the two treatment groups.
Subhypothesis 4a: There is a linear function o f the adjusted
posttest variables to s ig n ific a n tly  discriminate between the two tre a t­
ment groups.
Assumptions and Limitations of the Study
The assumptions and lim ita tions of th is study may be summarized 
as follows:
1. I t  is assumed that a ttitu d e  toward reading, lik e  any other 
psychological phenomenon is accessible to objective investigation.
2. The dependent variables selected to observe the e ffe c t of 
AVT treatment, namely, word-recognition test scores, s ile n t reading- 
comprehension test scores, and a ttitu d e  scores, are in no way exhaus­
t iv e . Their selection for th is study is based on th e ir  importance in
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the reading process as stated in chapter I I  and in keeping with the 
theoretical framework on which th is study is based.
3. Due to the nature o f the treatment used in the study which 
requires specialized tra in ing  or. the part of the c lin ic ia n , the c l in i ­
cians who administered the treatment were not randomly chosen, but were 
randomly assigned to the AVT treatment groups. Therefore the results  
are less generalizable due to the "c lin ic ian" variable.
Delim itations
1. Due to practical considerations such as time and money, the 
population fo r this study was confined to th ird - and fourth-grade pupils 
whose nonverbal I .  Q. scores were 80 and above, who were in the T it le  I 
program, and who were attending schools in the area delim ited by the 
researcher.
2. The study was delim ited to the Niles Community School Dis­
t r i c t  in Berrien County in the state  of Michigan. Any conclusions 
arrived a t in this study are applicable only in situations relevant to 
the population tested and to closely para lle l populations.
D e fin itio n  o f Terms
Disabled reader. For the purpose o f th is study, a disabled 
reader is defined as one whose I .  Q. scores may range from low-average 
in te lligence to superior in te llig en ce  ( I .  Q. score of 80 or above), a 
reader who demonstrates a discrepancy of one year or more between his 
or her grade level in school and his or her reading-grade level as 
measured by standardized reading-achievement tests , and who is unable 
to bridge this discrepancy without special help.
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Niles T i t le  I  program. The Niles T it le  I program is a federally  
funded program which provides remedial instruction in reading and math 
in schools serving low income fam ilies . Children reading a t leas t one 
year below grade level and who are having d if f ic u lt ie s  in the regular 
classrooms are benefited by the T i t le  I program. A teacher, assisted  
by an aide, works with small groups which meet fo r periods o f twenty- 
to forty-m inutes, three to fiv e  times a week. This supplemental ser­
vice is rendered in addition to the basic educational program routinely  
furnished by the school system. The c r ite r ia  used by the Niles Com­
munity Schools fo r a ch ild 's  e l ig ib i l i t y  into the program are: (1) a
score below the 25th percentile fo r the to ta l battery of subtests on 
the California Test of Basic S k ills  (CTBS); (2) the achievement of 
less than 50 percent on Objective Mastery on the Michigan Educational 
Assessment Program; (3) reading one year below grade level and/or 
teacher recommendation based on end-of-unit reading tests (T it le  I 
Application Information Blank 1979-80 fo r Niles Community Schools, 
p. 3 ).
Niles Community School D is t r ic t . The Niles Community School 
D is tr ic t of approximately ninety square miles is  located in  south­
western Berrien County and western Cass County. I t  serves the needs 
of about 5,500 pupils and has an elementary school enrollment of 2,641 
children in six elementary schools (Berrien County Intermediate School 
D is tr ic t Educational D irectory, 1978-79, pp. 22, 23).
Audio Visual T ac tile  (AVT) Treatment. The AVT treatment is a 
multisensory approach to reading which combines perceptual tra in ing  
techniques with a method that builds body image and schema fo r the 
organs of a rtic u la tio n . These in turn heighten oral kinesthesis while
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improving perception of both visual and auditory d e ta il. Thus AVT 
treatment emphasizes ta c t ile  awareness of a rticu la to ry  positions and 
movements which further aids in the development o f word-recognition  
s k il ls .  Hence, auditory, v isual, and articu la to ry  s k ills  are used 
simultaneously in teaching a child  to read.
Audio Visual Tac tile  (AVT) treatment groups. The AVT t re a t­
ment groups are the experimental groups receiving AVT treatment during 
regular classroom instruction in reading. Each AVT treatment group 
also received services provided in the T it le  I  laboratories. The AVT 
treatment was rendered by c lin ic ians specially  trained in the AVT 
reading method.
Attention Control groups. The Attention Control groups are 
control groups receiving regular classroom instruction in reading 
without the use o f AVT treatment. Each group also received services 
provided in the T it le  I laboratories where instruction was given in 
groups o f three to s ix  children in each group. Treatment was rendered 
by the classroom teachers and by the T it le  I laboratory reading 
sp ec ia lis ts .
Average I .  Q. Student. An average I .  Q. student is one who 
has a nonverbal I .  Q. score between 90 and 109 on the in te lle c tu a l 
evaluations derived from the C a lifo rn ia  Test of Basic S k ills .
High-Average I .  Q. Student. A high-average I .  Q. student is 
one who has a nonverbal I .  Q. score between 110 and 119 on the in ­
te llec tu a l evaluations derived from the C alifo rn ia  Test of Basic S k ills .
Low-Average I .  Q. Student. A low-average I .  Q. student is one 
who has a nonverbal I .  Q. score between 80 and 89 on the in te lle c tu a l 
evaluations derived from the C a lifo rn ia  Test o f Basic S k ills .
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Word-recognition. Word-recognition is a process that a reader 
uses to id en tify  printed words by discrim inating a l l  or some of the 
component le tte rs  in a word and putting together the sounds of the 
le tte rs  to make words.
Silent-reading comprehension. Si lent-reading comprehension is  
the process whereby the reader reads s ile n tly  to himself or herse lf 
and trie s  e ffe c tiv e ly  to derive, in te rp re t, and apply meaning from the 
printed page.
A ttitudes. A ttitudes are the system o f feelings related to 
reading that cause the learner to approach or avoid a reading s itu a tio n .
C lin ic ia n . The person trained to give the treatment to the 
disabled readers is referred to as a c lin ic ia n .
Centroid. A centroid is the m u ltivaria te  equivalent of center 
of g rav ity , that is , the central point o f a d is tribu tio n  on several 
dimensions. The centroid of a group on a number of variables is the 
point in space whose coordinates are the mean scores of the group on 
each of these variables.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I is an introduction to the problem that some children  
experience d if f ic u lty  try ing to maintain th e ir  grade level in reading.
I t  proposes a need fo r a systematized treatment that gives fa s t, posi­
tiv e  resu lts . The chapter includes the background of the study, the 
statement of the problem, the purpose and significance of the study, 
and the theoretical framework. The four hypotheses to be tested, 
assumptions and lim ita tio n s , delim itations, and defin itions of terms 
relevant to the study are stated.
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Chapter I I  presents a review of lite ra tu re  relevant to the 
problem of the disabled reader, more sp e c ifica lly  to word-recognition, 
si lent-reading comprehension, and attitudes towards reading. L ite ra ­
ture on the AVT method o f reading and previous AVT treatment research 
is also reviewed.
Chapter I I I  outlines the methodology and procedures to be 
followed in the study and describes the instruments, the population, 
dependent and independent variables, the method of treatment, research 
hypotheses to be tested, and the s ta t is t ic a l analyses to be used.
The results o f the analysis o f data concerning the four hy­
potheses are presented in chapter IV.
Chapter V concludes the study with a summary o f the problem, 
a b r ie f  review of l ite ra tu re , the methodology, and the findings. Im­
plications and recomnendations fo r fu rther research are included.
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
This chapter which reviews relevant l ite ra tu re  is presented 
and organized under the following headings: (1) the disabled
reader, (2) possible causes of reading d is a b ility ,  (3) the child  
in grades three and fo u r, (4) word recognition, (5) s ilent-reading  
comprehension, (6) a ttitu d es  and reading, (7) the Audio Visual 
T ac tile  (AVT) treatm ent, and (8) previous AVT treatment research.
Success in school and success in reading achievement are 
very highly correlated (Wilson & H a ll, 1972). The picture of the 
American school population, however, shows that 10 to 25 percent o f 
children are disabled readers (Strang, 1968, p. 2 ) .  According to  
Bond and Tinker (1973 ), "learning to read is a complex and time- 
consuming undertaking" (p. v i i ) .  Therefore a l l  e ffo rts  and 
strategies must be employed to make this d i f f ic u l t  task easier for 
children, especially fo r  those fo r whom reading has been a problem.
The Disabled Reader
The disabled reader is iden tified  as the child  who is unable 
to learn to read without special help in spite o f no in te llec tu a l 
deficiency, good hearing, and good vision. Such a child  is usually 
weak in a number o f major reading-skill areas such as vocabulary, 
comprehension, word analysis , and reading rate (Spache, 1976).
14
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These children also experience great d iff ic u lt ie s  in learning to 
read despite the fact they have been given reading instruction for 
several years. Bond and Tinker (1973) describe such a reader as 
being "ineffective  in using p rin t as an aid to learning" (p. 90).
The term "disabled reader" has often been used to describe 
readers whose reading, as measured by a combination o f reading test 
scores, is not comparable to th e ir  po ten tia l, as measured by i n t e l l i ­
gence tests (Dolch, 1948; Ekwall, 1976). Since the disabled reader 
1s described as exh ib iting  a discrepancy between achievement and 
potential and since reading is a cognitive act, i t  is  imperative 
that as much as possible is  learned about the in te lle c tu a l function­
ing o f children with reading d if f ic u lt ie s .  Belmont and Birch (1972) 
used the Wechsler In te lligence Scale for Children on n ine- and ten- 
year old boys with I.Q .s  o f 90 and above to find out the patterning 
of in te llec tu a l a b i l i t ie s .  The sample was comprised o f normal 
readers and disabled readers. On the average, the disabled readers 
were one and one-half years behind the normal readers on the 
standardized reading tests given, with one-third o f them more than 
two years behind the average performance of the normal reader com­
parison group. The analysis o f the results indicated that Verbal 
Scale I.Q . was s ig n ifican tly  lower than Performance Scale I.Q . in 
disabled readers and the reverse was true for normal readers. In 
mean subtest scores, a l l  s ig n ific a n t differences obtained were on 
Verbal Scale subtests (Inform ation, Comprehension, Vocabulary, D ig it 
Span). In  order to understand the nature of the defic iency of the 
disabled readers suggested by the poorer performance on the Verbal 
Scale, the Vocabulary subtest on the Verbal Scale was intensively
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analyzed. The analysis revealed that disabled readers knew fewer 
words and exhibited differences in features of language style in 
that they defined more words descrip tively  and fewer words cate­
go rica lly  than did the normal readers. Thus the in te lle c tu a l 
problem appears to be one o f language and its  usage, rather than 
one o f perceptual or manipulative s k ills  as measured by the sub­
tests o f the Wechsler In te lligence Scale for Children.
More s p e c ific a lly , the manner o f the c h ild 's  reading is
unique. Edgington (1968) says:
. . . [The ch ild ] often confuses le tte rs  that look a lik e , be­
cause they face in d iffe re n t d irections, (p -q , d -b , m-w, u-n, 
d-g). Also, he often confuses le tte rs  whose sounds are s im ilar, 
(d - t ,  v - f ,  c-g , b -p). He may also have great d if f ic u lty  with 
short words, especially  i f  they are sensible when read back­
wards, (saw-was, on-no). Short words are harder fo r him than 
long ones because the short words have fewer distinguishing  
characteristics. He often w ill read a word correc tly  in one 
sentence, and la te r  on the page the same word is a complete 
stranger to him. He w ill  sometimes invent or substitute a 
word which f i t s  the thought of the sentence fo r a word which 
he does not recognize. These errors are normal fo r a child in 
learning to read, but should disappear by the th ird  year of 
school, (p. 7)
Therefore, i f  the above-mentioned characteristics appear constantly 
during or a fte r  the th ird  year o f school, there is  need fo r concern 
and a plan o f action is necessary to remedy the problem.
Possible Causes o f Reading D is a b ility  
There is certa in ly  no one etiology for reading disorders; 
ra th er, reading problens can be caused by any number of a m u ltip li­
c ity  of factors, a l l  of which may be highly in te rre la te d . A cure, 
however, is  more e ffe c tiv e ly  prescribed for disabled readers when 
possible causation is known. Owing to the complexity o f the read­
ing process, e ffo rts  of researchers to trace the causes o f reading
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d is a b ility  have not as yet been e n tire ly  successful, especially  since 
i t  has been d i f f ic u lt  to d iffe re n tia te  which fac to r is  a cause and 
which factor a consequence o f a reading d is a b ility .
An o ften -c ited  study in reading research is  th a t done by 
Robinson (1946). Each o f the th ir ty  subjects in the study, whose 
Binet I.Q . scores ranged from 85 to 137, was thoroughly examined by 
specia lists in various areas considered important to reading 
success. The specialists were the following: a social worker, a
neurologist, a p sych ia tris t, three ophthalmologists, an otolaryngolo­
g is t , an endocrinologist, a speech sp e c ia lis t, and a reading special­
is t .  Table 1 shows the anomalies considered to be probable causes 
o f reading d is a b ility  (p. 218).
TABLE 1




Anomalies Considered to 
Be Probable Causes
1. Visual d if f ic u lty 50.0
2. Neurological d if f ic u lty 18.1
3. Auditory d if f ic u lty 9.1
4. Speech or discrimination d if f ic u lty 18.1
5. General physical d i f f ic u lty 4 .5
6. Endocrine disturbance 9.1
7. Emotional maladjustment 31.8
8. Social problems 54.5
9. School methods 18.1
Source: Data from Helen Robinson's Study, 1946.
Referring to Robinson's research, Ekwall (1976) says: " I t  is per­
haps the best known, and has contributed more to our knowledge about
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the reasons fo r pupil fa ilu re  in reading than any other single study 
(p. 2 ). More recently , Coleman (1968, p. 123) found that approxi­
mately 50 percent of the children who had deficiencies in reading 
and/or language arts areas had e ith e r sight or visual-perceptual 
dysfunctions.
The results o f experimental studies and observations seem 
to ju s t ify  conclusions that a hearing loss, even though re la tiv e ly  
s lig h t, may in individual cases be a contributory cause o f a reading 
d is a b ility  (Malmquist, 1973). According to Bond and Tinker (1973), 
approximately 5 percent of the to ta l school population have a s lig h t 
hearing loss (p. 122). Robinson's study (1946), which indicated  
that about 4 percent o f her cases showed speech problems, is in 
general agreement with studies done by Eames (1950) and Bond and 
Tinker (1973).
Research in neurological dysfunction is lim ited , but i t  is 
believed that neurological dysfunctions may stem from genetic 
mutations, heredity, or brain in ju ry  (Ekwall, 1976). However, only 
a small percentage of disabled readers actua lly  exh ib it neurological 
symptoms. L a te ra lity , mixed dominance and directional confusions 
are related to neurological dysfunctions and to a reading d is a b ility  
I t  is in th is  specific  area that a voluminous amount o f research is 
availab le , although the evidence is sometimes co n flic tin g . Benton 
(1959), Delacato (1959, 1963, 1966), and Harris (1970) state that 
unless d e fin ite  dominance is established fo r e ith er the l e f t  or 
rig h t side o f the body, con flic ts  arise with regard to directional 
tendencies in reading, and these in turn may give rise  to reading 
d is a b ilit ie s . However, other investigations show no s ig n ifican t
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relationship between la te ra l dominance and a reading d is a b ility  
(Capobianco, 1967; Richardson, 1968; Stevenson & Robinson, 1953).
Various physical factors, such as poor den tition , a lle rg ie s ,  
infected tonsils or adenoids, vitamin defic ienc ies , m alnutrition, 
and a su s cep tib ility  to colds are prevalent among disabled readers; 
but Robinson (1946) found that only m alnutrition  could be considered 
a causal factor o f a reading d is a b ility . Glandular factors seem 
to play an important ro le  in contributing to reading d is a b ility  
(Cavanaugh, 1948; Smith, 1958)-
There appears to be disagreement regarding what percentage 
o f disabled readers have emotional problems. Robinson (1946, p. 218) 
states that 31.8 percent of the disabled readers had emotional 
problems. Gates (1941, p. 83) reports 75 percent; W itty (1950, 
p. 288) reports 52 percent; and Harris (1970b, p. 264) said that 
50 percent showed some kind of emotional maladjustment. There is  
also disagreement as to the contribution o f emotional maladjustment 
as a causal factor in a reading d is a b ility . Researchers are not 
sure which comes f i r s t ,  the reading d is a b ility  or the emotional 
problem.
Reading d is a b ilit ie s  are to be found a t a l l  levels of in ­
te lligence. However, there is a positive correlation  between 
in te lligence and reading a b il ity  (H arris , 1963).
Studies show that a s ign ifican t positive relationship exists  
between reading achievement and the c h ild 's  self-concept (Padelford, 
1969; Cohn & Kornelly, 1970). Frances Pryor (1975) says: "Chang­
ing a poor reader's self-concept by bolstering his feelings about
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himself is perhaps the f i r s t  step toward improving the academic 
problem" (p. 358).
A fter a detailed study done on f i r s t  graders, Meltzer 
and Herse (1969, p. 13) expressed the viewpoint that more than 82 
percent of reading fa ilu re  can be blamed on poor teaching. Jay 
Samuels (1970) seems to agree with Meltzer and Herse and goes 
fu rth e r, saying that instruction in  reading is less than ade­
quate because teachers do not make an analysis o f the s k ills  
children need in order to learn to read. Thus the teacher omits 
teaching important s k ills  because he or she does not think they 
are essential.
According to Robinson's study (1946), social problems are 
the major causative factor in reading d is a b ility . In discussing 
th is  problem, Whipple (1967) says:
In comparison with middle-class ch ildren , children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds suffer more physical handicaps—more 
eye defects, more hearing losses, more diseases, more 
m alnutrition—and more neurological problems . . . th e ir  language 
powers are underdeveloped; th e ir  auditory—and v isual—dis­
crimination s k ills  are re la tiv e ly  poor; th e ir  concepts are few 
arid rudimentary. I t  has been estimated th a t by the time these 
children reach grade six they are retarded an average of two 
years and by about grade e ig h t, three years. Most of them 
become dropouts before completing high school, (p. 117)
The e ffec t o f cu ltu ra l deprivation on reading levels is 
seen to become more pronounced with each additional year in school. 
The average reading levels in two elementary schools in a C alifo rn ia  
county are shown in table 2 (Tarnopol & Tarnopol, 1976, p. 289).
The Child in Grades Three and Four
The average age of the children in grades three and four 
is nine and ten years, respectively. This period is sometimes
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called "preadolescence" (S te g ili tz ,  1954; Bernard, 1978). Erikson 
called this period "middle-childhood" (Erikson, 1963). Freud called  
th is  the "Latency" period (Freud, 1963). For the purpose of this  
study, these children are called "preadolescents."
TABLE 2
AVERAGE READING LEVELS IN TWO ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS IN A CALIFORNIA COUNTY
Elementary School 
Lower-class M inority Area
Elementary School 
Middle-class Area
Grade Percentile* Grade Percentile*
1 52 1 62
2 30 2 75
3 19 3 86
6 7 6 84
♦Percentiles are based on statewide testing .
Source: Data from Tarnopol and Tarnopol, 1976.
Physically, preadolescents have boundless energy and much 
greater endurance than younger children. Attendance in school is 
more regular because they are less susceptible to childhood diseases. 
Growth, while slower than during the ch ild 's  f i r s t  e ight years of 
l i f e ,  is stable and steady (Bernard, 1978); there is an increase in 
muscular coordination, and th e ir eyes focus c le a rly , which contrib­
utes to increased reading a b i l i ty .  I t  is at this stage that many 
children become omnivorous readers (B la ir  & Burton, 1951).
The influence of adults tends to weaken at th is  age,with 
group and relationships with other children growing increasingly  
more important. Since relationships to the group become important, 
i t  is an asset to learning i f  the teacher helps the class develop
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group c r ite r ia  for school a c tiv it ie s  (Commission on the English 
Curriculum, 1954). This group acceptance is  v ita l  to the develop­
ment o f a sense of id e n tity  in the ch ild . In terests and a c tiv it ie s  
s h ift  from child  dependencies to a s triv ing  fo r independence, not 
ju s t in the ch ild 's  social realm but in his or her academic realm 
as well (Erikson, 1963).
Preadolescents are in te lle c tu a lly  eager and a le r t  and are 
more interested in the world outside themselves and th e ir  
immediate fam ily. According to Piaget (1970), the preadolescent 
is  a t the period of concrete operations in cognitive development.
Between the ages of nine and ten years, he/she can handle the con­
cepts of the whole, and parts within parts. When classifying  
objects, the preadolescent is  now able to take in to  account 
m ultiple characteristics. Gordon (1969) stresses th a t the a b il i ty  
to conceptualize grows stead ily  and continuously during this period. 
Preadolescents show increasing a b il i ty  to see relationships of 
cause and e ffe c t and to form generalizations (Deutsche, 1937).
In a study done on s ix - ,  n ine-, and twelve-year olds by 
Santostefano (1964), i t  was shown that the nine- and twelve-year 
olds used the method of "sharpening" to aid th e ir  memory in learning 
tasks. This meant that they kept a separation between the memory 
of previous stimuli and new information, which aids the perception
of the new learning task and the memory o f the already learned
task.
The preadolescent increases the use o f reading s k ills  and, 
a t about the age of eleven, spontaneous reading reaches its  peak 
(W illiam s, 1974). Differences in studies o f ch ildren 's  interests
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1n reading during these years show that they lik e  exc itin g  adven­
tu re , mystery stories, obstreperous humor, and the escapades of 
boys and g ir ls  like  themselves (Commission on the English Curricu­
lum, 1954).
Williams also points out that differences in reading 
a b i l i t y  begin to become read ily  apparent in fourth grade. Happily 
th is  period when reading d is a b ility  becomes more apparent corres­
ponds with the period which has been called the crucial period for 
the development of motivation to master in te llec tu a l tasks (Kagan & 
Kogan, 1970). Thus the ch ild  is most ready for remedial instruction  
during th is  period of his or her school l i f e .
Word Recognition
Word recognition, or the a b i l i t y  of the reader to turn 
printed symbols into words or sounds, is  assumed to be a prerequi­
s ite  to reading comprehension (Burnett, 1971). I t  is  the most 
fundamental reading s k i l l .  Research does not c le a rly  show a t what 
point in the reading process th is s k i l l  of word recognition can be 
best developed. However, data do ex is t to support the proposition 
that the reader of English who cannot look at new sets o f words and 
decode them with fluency is  l ik e ly  to have trouble becoming a 
s k ille d  reader (Calfee, Drum & Arnold, 1978).
Word recognition is usually broken down into two subdivisions 
—sight words and word-attack s k il ls .  When the reader sees a word, 
he or she instantly  recognizes i t  i f  contact with the word has been 
frequent enough. This is called a sight word. I f  the reader cannot 
recognize i t  instan tly , he or she w il l  have to apply one or more 
word-attack s k ills  in order to recognize the word. There are five
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main types of word-attack s k il ls .  According to Ekwall (1976, pp. 
105-109) these are:
1. Configuration, which refers to the hints a student 
receives by the overall shape or configuration of a word—such 
factors as length, use of extenders ("1 ,"  "b") and descenders 
("p»" "j")»  and double le tte rs  "oo," "ee") which influence a 
reader's configuration of a word
2. Context clues, which are clues a reader receives from 
a word by the way i t  is used in the context o f a sentence
3. Phonics, which usually re fe rs  to the sound-symbol re ­
lationships between the small, usually non-meaning-bearing parts 
of words (phonics includes learning the sounds represented by 
consonants, consonant blends, consonant digraphs, vowels, vowel 
digraphs and special le tte r  combinations, and syllabication  
principles)
4. Structural analysis, which re fers  to larger parts of 
words that bear meaning such as root words, suffixes, prefixes, 
word endings, and compound words
5. Dictionary s k i l ls ,  which re fe r  to such a b il it ie s  as 
alphabetizing o f le tte rs  and words, locating a specific word, 
using guide words, and interpreting preferred spellings.
According to Schell (1978), many disabled readers have a 
number of unrelated, disorganized, and incomplete bits and pieces 
of word-attack s k il ls  floa ting  around in th e ir  memories. However, 
they are unable to use these word-attack s k ills  quickly and cor­
rec tly  because they do not have "sure-grip handles" on the rules 
and are not given enough time to perform successful structured
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practice. I t  is interesting to note that in the United States 
instruction in word recognition ends a t about the th ird  grade. The 
National In s titu te  of Education (1975) expressed concern about the 
problem of comprehension in the middle grades. Perhaps comprehen­
sion in the middle grades is  inadequate because instruction  in 
word recognition is assumed to have been well learned by the 
th ird  grade. A study done by McDonald and Elias (1975) showed that 
many children show a lack o f s k i l l  in handling word-recognition 
s k ills  as la te  as the end of f i f t h  grade. I t  is thus o f in te re s t 
to know that "substantial" correlations are found between decoding 
s k il l  and school performance up through college (Venezky, 1974).
Silent-Reading Comprehension 
Developing a b ilit ie s  that enable the child e ffe c tiv e ly  to 
derive, in te rp re t, and apply meaning is  a major objective o f read­
ing instruction . Comprehension is a complicated process and, as 
Calfee et a l .  (1978) say, " I t  can be synonymous with thinking"
(p. 151). The Educational Po licies Commission (1961) indicates  
that the common thread of education and the purpose which should 
run through and strengthen a l l  other educational purposes is the 
a b i l i ty  to think.
Cleland (1965) gives an analysis of the thinking process 
inherent in the act of comprehension. He believes that the reader 
uses:
•Perception--a meaningful response to the graphic symbols 
we ca ll words, sentences, paragraphs, etc.
.Apperception—relating  new material to one's background of 
experience; matching the reader's experiences to those 
offered by the w riter.
.Abstraction—selecting, choosing, and rejecting perceptions, 
concepts, images.
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.Appraisal—estimating the v a lid ity  o f these poor processes. 
•Ideation— Inductive reasoning or generalizing opinions, 
conclusions, or judgments
deductive reasoning or examining the facts in the l ig h t  
o f a known principle or fa c t
c r it ic a l  reasoning— interaction  between the reader and 
the w rite r involving evaluation by the reader
problem solving— (1) becoming aware o f a problem;
(2) orienting to the problem; (3) forming a ten ta tive  
solution; (4) evaluating or testing the solution; (5 ) te s t­
ing the fin a l solution by use or application
creative thinking— the making of new syntheses or seeing 
new relationships.
.Application—the uses that a reader makes of the ideas 
acquired by reading, (p. 59)
A review of the l ite ra tu re  gives two broad categories of 
comprehension tasks—tra n s lite ra l and in fe re n tia l. In tra n s lite ra l  
comprehension a ll  of the information needed to answer the questions 
is  contained in the passage. Here the reader must know the mean­
ings o f the words used, recognize word order, and have had d irec t  
or analogical experience with the content.
In fe re n tia l comprehension is "using information from trans­
l i t e r a l  comprehension, plus experien tia l knowledge, plus reasoning, 
to go beyond the information given" (Calfee et a l . ,  1978, p. 153). 
This gives the reader a broader and deeper analysis o f the textual 
m ateria l.
Many factors influence comprehension. A primary component 
is  the reader's a b il ity  to deal with vocabulary. But even before 
the vocabulary factor, the reader's s k ill  in word recognition is 
important (Spache & Spache, 1977). Ruddell's study (1965) showed 
that, when sentence structure resembles oral language that the 
child  is used to, reading comprehension increases. Since reading 
comprehension involves a strong reasoning facto r, there is  a high 
correlation between the reader's in te lligence and his or her
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a b il ity  to comprehend printed m ateria l. The reader who comprehends 
well tends to respond to reading in  greater quantity of ideas and 
associations and in longer fragments and sentences (P iekarz, 1956).
A ttitudes, b e lie fs , and prejudices of the reader influence  
comprehension. Comprehension is best when the author's ideas con­
firm  the reader's own opinions and be lie fs  (Piekarz, 1956). Several 
studies report that h igh-in terest story content seems to produce 
greater reading comprehension (Asher & M arkell, 1974; S tanchfie ld , 
1973; Whipple, 1963). In a study done by Weintraub (1960), i t  
was found that disabled readers did better in reading comprehension 
when there were no pictures in the basal reader.
Attitudes and Reading 
Attitudes, fo r the purpose o f th is study, mean a system of 
feelings related to reading which make the child approach or avoid 
a reading s itu a tio n . Research seems to indicate that a ttitu d e s  are 
inclined to be "unique, personal, and unpredictable" (Squire, 1969, 
p. 523); however, there is a general consensus of opinion th a t  
positive attitudes are important in ensuring maximal success with  
reading. Wilson and Hall (1972) s tate  that a positive a tt itu d e  is 
"essential fo r successful mastery o f the printed page" (p. 11).
Many schools, however, neglect th is  aspect of the reading process 
and mainly stress the s k il l  areas o f reading, such as word a tta ck , 
comprehension, and study s k ills  (Alexander & Heathington, 1975).
Alexander and F i l le r  (1976) give a number of variab les  
that are thought to be associated w ith a ttitudes . They are achieve­
ment, self-concept, parents and the home environment, the teacher
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and classroom environment, instructional practices and special 
programs, sex, test in te llig e n ce , and socioeconomic status.
In a study done by Ransbury (1973), f i f t h -  and sixth-grade 
children attributed th e ir  a ttitudes toward reading mainly to th e ir  
a b il ity  to read. In a study on f i f t h  graders, Healy (1963) found 
that changing the a ttitu d e  of children toward reading a t the f i f t h -  
grade level appears to increase achievement and encourage more 
reading.
A ch ild 's  self-concept, which could be defined as the 
ch ild 's  perception of s e lf ,  could a ffe c t attitudes toward reading. 
When sixth graders, who had low self-concepts and who were poor 
readers, began to tu to r f i r s t  graders who were experiencing d i f f i ­
cu lty  in reading, the s ixth  graders' self-concepts improved and 
th e ir  a ttitude toward school and reading improved, too (Kokovich 
& Matthews, 1971).
Carter and McGinnis (1970) are inclined to think that 
In te re s t, a ttitu d es , and points of view of the individual have 
th e ir  origin in the environment. The results of Ransbury's study 
(1973) seem to agree with Carter and McGinnis, fo r the s ix ty  f i f t h -  
and sixth-grade children in Ransbury's study, th e ir  parents, and 
th e ir  classroom teachers stated that parents greatly influenced 
th e ir  childrens’ reading a ttitu d es . I t  is , however, noteworthy to 
mention that merely providing reading materials and a good model 
as a reading parent did not resu lt in high correlations with 
student attitudes. Hansen's study (1969) involving fourth graders 
showed that positive attitudes in the child were highly correlated  
with the role of the parent in being involved with the ch ild 's
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reading a c tiv it ie s . Some such a c tiv it ie s  that these parents engaged 
in were helping w ith homework, encouraging more reading, discussing 
the child 's reading, reading to the c h ild , and assisting the child  
in looking up words and topics in d ictionaries and encyclopedias.
There is only scant research regarding the re lationship be­
tween a teacher's attitudes and classroom atmosphere and how they 
a ffe c t a ch ild 's  attitudes toward reading. Healey's (1963) study, 
however, points to the fac t that a large proportion of the f i f t h  
graders with poor attitudes toward reading in her sample had been
in classroom environments where they had been forced to learn to
read in the early  grades.
Does remedial reading help a disabled reader improve his or
her attitudes toward reading? Carver's study (1971) done on th ir ty -
two severely retarded readers in Ontario indicates that i t  does. 
Special programs and certain  instructional practices help develop 
positive attitudes toward reading. Healy (1963) found that grant­
ing ten-year olds the opportunity to choose reading groups accord­
ing to interests and to select reading m aterials from a wide 
variety  of m aterials seemed most conducive to building positive  
attitudes. Individualized reading instruction also develops posi­
tiv e  attitudes toward reading (Gurney, 1966).
Research presents conflic ting  evidence regarding the sex 
of the reader and the a ttitu d e  towards reading. Askov and Fisch- 
bach (1973) and Hansen (1969) found that fourth-grade g ir ls  had 
more positive attitudes toward reading than did boys. On the 
other hand, Greenberg's study (1965) on fourth-grade Black American 
children found that boys had more positive attitudes toward reading.
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Some educators tend to believe that high in te llig e n ce  would 
be highly pos itive ly  correlated with positive a ttitu d es  toward read­
ing. Research does not support th is . In te llig en ce , however, is  
highly re lated  to reading achievement (G roff, 1962; Hansen, 1969).
I t  is often assumed that children from higher socioeconomic 
classes have more positive attitudes toward reading than those from 
lower levels  (Heimberger, 1965). Research done a t  d iffe re n t socio­
economic levels does not find  th is  to be true; there seems to be 
no relationship between socioeconomic level and the c h ild 's  a t t i ­
tude towards reading ( F i l le r ,  1973; Groff, 1962; Hasnen, 1969; 
Heimberger, 1970).
According to Spache (1974), the most important single in ­
fluence on attitudes toward reading is the ch ild 's  in te re s t. Many 
times disabled readers can be motivated to read well i f  the reading 
program re flec ts  student in te re s t patterns and is based on the f e l t  
needs of the student.
Audio Visual Tac tile  Treatment
The acronym AVT is used to represent the Audio Visual 
Tactile  reading treatment. This treatment is a new approach to 
phonics and is based both on attention to sounds and on the 
dynamics or actions of speech that produce those sounds. Thus, a 
multi sensory approach to reading, employing sensory and perceptual 
processes which involve hearing, lis ten in g , and seeing is used. 
Emphasis is placed on ta c t ile  awareness which is experienced when 
the reader becomes aware o f a rticu la to ry  positions and movements in 
the formation of each le tte r  that composes a word. The unique
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feature of the program is that i t  uses the auditory, v isua l, t a c t i le ,  
and a rtic u la to ry  s k ills  simultaneously to develop a ch ild 's  decoding 
s k ills  (Youngberg, Lang, Moon, & Moon, 1979a).
At the beginning of the treatm ent, the student is provided
reading exercises s im ilar to early experiences in learning to ta lk .
According to the brochure from the AVT Reading Laboratory (p. 2 ):
These exercises help him to d iffe re n tia te  his perceptions of 
spoken and w ritten  words so that he notices actions, sounds, 
le tte rs . . . . Since this method is  so lik e  the way we 
learned to ta lk , i t  ties  the reading process very naturally  
into language processes and thinking processes that are b u ilt  
around language. Reading grows e as ily  toward a d irec t t ie  
with thought.
Therefore, a word is sounded out with one unbroken stream of sound, 
as i t  is heard in  oral spoken language. For example, in phonics 
Instruction , the word "cat" is sounded out into separate, jerky  
sounds— "cuh-ah-tuh"—which does not sound lik e  the real word, how­
ever fas t you may ask the child to say i t .  In AVT the child  is 
taught how to use simple action patterns or motor responses to get 
from le t te r  to le t te r  with one stream o f a ir .  This enables the 
reader to hear the sound of the word as i t  actually  occurs in oral 
speech. Lang c a lls  th is "action phonics." Facial diagrams of the 
functional a rtic u la to ry  body parts are used so that the reader 
learns to v is u a lly  read fac ia l positions, which in turn helps 
le t te r -b y - le t te r  decoding (Youngberg e t a l . ,  1979a).
In i t ia l  exercises in the AVT treatment are done in slow 
motion with exaggerated a rticu la tio n  to heighten awareness of the 
actual sounds o f the words. Lang c a lls  AVT an "action-and-sound- 
phonics" treatment because i t  teaches the reader to make whole 
words from the s ta r t of the word. A fte r mastering the sequencing
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of le tte rs , the reader is taught the sequencing o f syllables. 
Awareness o f the natural arrests and releases that occur in speech 
flow prepares the reader to learn sy llab le  d iv is ion  almost e f fo r t ­
less ly . The instructor and student read a lte rn a te  syllables in the 
m aterials being read. According to Lang (1979), "sequencing s y l l ­
ables eases whole perceptions in about the same way that hyphenating 
a telephone number into a group of three and a group of four numbers 
makes i t  easier to remember" (p. 8 ).
The main materials used during AVT treatment are a set of 
s k il l  cards which begin with words a t  the f i r s t  grade level and pro­
gress to words used at college lev e l. These s k i l l  cards are divided  
into six leve ls , and each level is fu rth e r subdivided into modules 
ranging from 1 to 6. A detailed  index to the AVT s k ill  cards is 
found in appendix A2. In an interview with Lang (personal in te r­
view January 10, 1981) he outlined the reading s k ills  that are 
taught a t each level on the AVT s k il l  cards. At level I ,  consonant 
vowel blending which establishes vowel fa m ilia r ity  with a primer- 
level vocabulary is made. A basic vocabulary o f primer-level words 
which cover a l l  but simple vowel combinations is  stressed. At 
level I I ,  the emphasis on oral coordination uses long, nonsense 
words called whopper words. A thorough mastery o f vowels using 
vocabulary at a second-grade level and an introduction of more 
phonetic principles using some irreg u lar vowel combinations is 
presented a t this leve l. The s k ills  taught a t  level I I I  are 
consonant blends, a mastery of a l l  vowel combinations, and a com­
plete mastery of oral coordination to the most technical level i t  
atta ins in any language. Level IV teaches s k i l ls  taught a t level
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I I  but uses a fourth- and fifth -g rad e  vocabulary. Level V in tro ­
duces prefixes and roots as meaningful morphemes and as a reading 
perceptual pattern. Level VI gives su ffix  patterns with special 
emphasis made on the Latin-derived suffixes from the le t te r  “i . "
A set of f i f t y - f iv e  vowel flash cards (appendix A2), con­
ta in ing the basic vowel sounds, accompanies the use o f the s k i l l  
cards. Table 3 is a summarization of the s k ills  covered in the 
f i f t y - f iv e  vowel flash cards (Lang, personal in terv iew , January 7, 
1980).
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF VOWEL FLASH CARD SKILLS
S k ills  Covered in Each Set of Vowel Cards
Level Card Color S k ill
I Gray Long and short vowels
I I Ivory Simple digraphs, 'a ' that 
says 'aw'-, 'ed'
I I I Yellow Vowel ' r '  in contrast to 
consonant ' r ' in the blends
IV Blue Same k i l ls  as Levels I and 
I I ,  but with harder words
V Gold Longer sounds of vowel ' r . ' 
Permission equivalent
VI Green Vowel digraphs that are less 
common
Source: Data from personal interview  with
Lang, 1980.
A consonant wheel and a blends wheel (appendix A3) are used with a 
vowel chart (appendix A4) in order to reinforce s k ills  taught.
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Student record sheets (appendix A5) are included with the AVT 
m aterials. Basal readers a t a l l  reading levels are used to trans­
fe r  s k ills  learned into actual reading and are continued u n til 
reading becomes smooth and automatic, so that the student is  not 
slowed down due to the mechanics of the word.
Sequencing o f s k i l ls ,  techniques, and materials is  stressed 
so as to procure maximum results with minimum time expended. The 
AVT sequence is  graded according to the s k ills  needed a t a par­
t ic u la r  grade. This enables the c lin ic ia n  to give a quick 
prescription. A grade by grade outline  o f the AVT sequence is  
found in appendix A6.
Specific techniques which are outlined by Lang, Youngberg, 
Moon, and Moon, (1979b) and are used in giving the AVT treatment 
are as follows:
Pointer Control. This helps the student focus on micro­
units of a word. I t  also gives time fo r perception. A p o in ter, 
usually a sharpened dowel s tic k , is used by the teacher. The 
student is not allowed to proceed u n til given d irection to do 
so by the pointer, (p. 4)
Eye-Pointer Control. When the student can s a t is fa c to r ily  
follow S tr ic t  Pointer Control a c t iv it ie s ,  he/she uses only eyes 
in voiced, exaggerated, le t te r -b y - le t te r  decoding. However, 
when errors are made, students must return to the S tr ic t  
Pointer Control method, (p. 10)
Exaggerated A rtic u la tio n . To determine i f  the student is  
correctly responding to the le t te r  symbols, he/she is instructed  
to exaggerate h is/her a rtic u la tio n . Under the d irection  o f the 
teacher, these responses are blended together into whole words 
as the student decodes each le t te r  pointed to. A rticu la tio n  is  
improved when the student is instructed where to place his 
tongue, and how to use l ip  muscles in pronouncing the le t te r  
sounds. Exaggerated a rticu la tio n  helps the student t ie  h is /her  
already developed patterns of speech to the reading process, 
making the transfer from blending o f consonants and vowels in to  
real words simple and automatic, (pp. 12, 13)
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Breath Control. The use of a ir  flow in a manner appropri­
ate to each phoneme to make slow motion decoding identical to 
normal speech. Good breathing exercises help the student to 
blend smoothly from consonant to vowel to consonant. The 
plosive consonant le tte rs  (p, b, c , k , g, d, t )  signal the 
beginning of a closed place where the breath is  held, ready 
to explode. The vowel is sounded as the explosion of breath 
is released, (pp. 10: Youngberg e t a l . ,  1979a, p. 14)
Verbal Cues. When the student begins AVT instruction , i t  
is  necessary for frequent verbal cues to be given so that per­
fect responses w ill  be demonstrated. Later they can gradually 
be reduced as perfect symbol/sound responses are produced. 
Whenever necessary, use the verbal cue to prevent a mistake.
Some are lis ted  under the areas of plosives--(Unvoiced, and 
voiced), nasals, fr ic a t iv e s , fin a l blends, "1 blends," "r" 
blends, and a miscellaneous group, (pp. 12, 43)
Appendix A7 gives a detailed  description o f each verbal cue to be
used.
Vowel Flash Cards. Vowel flash cards are used as re in ­
forcement fo r appropriate vowel sounds. They are designed to 
teach sounds appropriate to specific positions in a word in 
re la tion  to adjacent le tte rs .
On the cards a square ( Q )  precedes or follows the vowels. 
These squares are position cues. The squares represent con­
sonants which give clues to the correct pronunciation of the 
vowel, (p. 27)
Trade-A-Syllable. In this a c t iv ity  the student and a 
partner read a sy llab le  a t a time, a lte rn a tin g  with each 
other. One pronounces while the other perceives.
This a c t iv ity  is  one which aids the student by:
1. Giving adequate perception time to insure accuracy.
2. Developing automatic perception of the sy llab le  as 
a unit.
3. Helping him decode long words without guessing, (p. 18)
M irrors. Mirrors allow the student to see i f  the tongue, 
mouth and fac ia l muscles are in the proper position fo r good 
articu la tio n  of phonemes. The student may look in the mirror 
a t the teacher demonstrating them. (p. 11)
Criterion Check. A crite rio n  check is also called a per­
ceptual adjustment and is used when the reader has covered a sub­
s tan tia l part of the s k ills  outlined for the level where he/she is 
working. The following procedure is used to adjust the reader per­
ceptually to do free reading a t that grade level and is  outlined
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by Lang on the individual record sheet included with the AVT 
m ateria ls:
(1) Use a b r ie f warm-up with pointer control in the J r. Primer.
(2) Shift to eye sequencing in the J r. Primer—slow le tte r -b y -  
le tte r  sequencing. (3) Change to the desired grade level and 
continue the eye sequencing in the same slow le t te r -b y - le t te r  
manner. (4) A fte r 5 or 10 minutes o f s t r ic t  eye-sequencing, 
allow the student to increase his rate  by very small steps, 
attempting to pace himself at the best rate  a t which he is s t i l l  
acurate. When errors occur, caution the student to give his 
eyes more time. I f  outright word-guessing appears, repeat
the f i r s t  three steps. (5) When the student has successfully 
made some increase in his rate without losing accuracy and has 
shown himself capable of regulating his own rate without losing 
accuracy and has shown himself capable o f regulating his own 
ra te , begin trad e -a -sy llab le . (6) When trad e-a -sy llab le  is  
reasonably accurate and the student is careful not to run over 
onto the next s y lla b le , have the student pace him self, taking  
every sy llab le , but making a d is tin c t pause between sy llab les . 
(7) Have the student read free ly  except on longer words that 
might cause d i f f ic u lty ,  and then le t  him break into syllables  
or read the f i r s t  sy llab le  and le t  the instructor trade with  
him.
These techniques are to be used a t each ski 11-card level 
and must be followed precisely in order to ensure maximum resu lts . 
The information gleaned from an interview with Lang (personal in te r ­
view January 7, 1980) r e g a r d in g  the  sequence o f the use o f the AVT 
techniques is shown in table 4.
The AVT treatment can be rendered in many ways. I t  can be 
u tiliz e d  on a one-to-one basis, with one child  and an instru cto r; 
i t  can be used in small groups with an instructor and an aide; or 
i t  can be used with the en tire  classroom with a couple o f aides or 
with student aides who have been given p rio r tra in ing  in the use o f 
the treatment. Lang e t a l . (1979a) advocate peer-tutoring groups, 
where group partners are frequently changed in order to maintain 
in terest. According to them, one of the key values o f grouping is 
that "when students are paired as peer teacher and student.
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reinforcement is provided for the pupil teacher while learning is 
free  of frustration" (p. 10).
TABLE 4
SEQUENCE OF AVT TECHNIQUES TO BE USED WITH
AVT SKILL CARDS
A V T  S k i l l C a r d s








S tr ic t  pointer control I 1st
S tr ic t  pointer control I I — Module 1 2nd
1st Half of each card, s t r ic t  
pointer control; 2nd h a lf of 
each card. Free reading I I —Module 2
Alternate between s t r ic t  
pointer control and free  
reading I I —Module 3
S tr ic t  pointer control 
on a l l  cards I I I 3rd
Free reading IV 4th & 5th
Free reading V 5th & 6th
1st Time through cards, 
trade-a-sy llab le . 2nd 
time through cards, s e lf ­
trade. 3rd time through 





Source: Data from personal interview  with Lang, 1980.
A minimum of two hours a week is  essential fo r the treatment 
to be e ffective  fo r disabled readers. Judging from case h istories  
found in a c lin ic a l se ttin g , twenty-three to twenty-six hours of 
AVT treatment gives students reading between the grade-one and
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grade-three levels one year's growth in reading. For those reading 
between the grade-four and grade-twelve leve ls , one year's growth 
in reading was gained in f if te e n  to seventeen hours o f AVT t re a t­
ment (Youngberg et a l . ,  1979a, p. 23).
Many factors seem to a ffe c t reading success when AVT t re a t ­
ment is used. According to Youngberg e t a l .  (1979a) some of these 
factors are:
1. Mini-steps to learning
2. Carefully planned sequencing
3. E ffic ie n t use of neurological impression
4. Precise phonemic lin g u is tic  instruction
5. Auditory patterning o f sounds and words
6. Visual perceptual patterning o f words by pointer control
7. Slow-motion decoding o f word parts and o f whole words
8. Visual im itation for pure a rticu la tio n  o f sounds (modeling)
9. Emphasis of breath control
10. Sensory-motor involvement, (pp. 4 , 5)
In addition to the above-mentioned factors, motivational re ­
wards are also used to enhance learning during AVT treatment. This 
is an important part of the treatment since children experiencing 
fa ilu re  need frequent praise. The AVT treatment recommends that 
behavior modification techniques, continuous use of verbal and non­
verbal rewards, and honest praise be used. The main motivational 
goal, however, has been in tr in s ic  rewards when the ch ild  experiences 
successful functioning in a ll  areas of reading (Lang e t a l . ,  1979a).
Previous Research Using AVT Treatment
The Reading Center of the Department of Education at 
Andrews University conducted a study in 1978 under the direction  
of Youngberg to observe the effectiveness o f AVT reading methods 
and m aterials when used with d iffe re n t sized groups o f readers.
The study was conducted a t E. P. Clarke School in the St. Joseph,
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Michigan public school system. Students from grades three, four, 
f iv e , and six were the sample for the study.
All the reachers In the above-mentioned classrooms received 
Instruction in the AVT method o f reading during December 1977 prior 
to the study. Preprogram diagnostic tests on the th ir d - ,  fourth , 
f i f t h - ,  and sixth-grade classrooms were conducted by Andrews Univer­
s ity  s ta ff  and graduate students. The follow ing tests were adminis­
tered as both pretreatment and posttreatment tests: Wide Range
Achievement Test (WRAT), word recognition subtest was administered to 
a l l  grades; the D e tro it Timed Reading Test I I I  was given to grades 
four, f iv e , and s ix ; Dreier Basic Word Vocabulary Test was given to 
grade six only.
The hypothesis being tested was: "A fter an in tensified
five-day program o f concentrated instruction of AVT reading methods, 
a t least 70 percent of the students w ill achieve a one-year gain in 
reading level as determined by pre- and posttesting" (Youngberg, 
In terview , February 9, 1981).
The f i r s t  phase o f the study began in January 1978 in two 
third-grade classrooms. Classroom 3A had twenty-seven students and 
received AVT treatment fo r one in tensified  week. Classroom 38, with 
twenty-four students, was the control group and received no AVT tre a t­
ment. During the f iv e  days of intensive AVT reading instruction , a l l  
other school subjects were suspended except fo r one special a c t iv ity  
such as music, physical education, or a r t ,  and a l l  available instruc­
tion  time was devoted to the mastering of AVT decoding s k ills  in the 
AVT treatment group, class 3A. In the control classroom, class 3B, 
instruction continued as usual, without AVT instruction .
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Two persons approved by Youngberg as professional instructors 
of AVT, the classroom teacher, and eight graduate students adminis­
tered the AVT treatment. S u ffic ie n t copies of AVT teaching materials 
to furnish assistance on a one-to-one basis were used. At the end 
of the intensified  AVT reading week, both third-grade rooms were 
post-tested.
The results of the study indicated that 74 percent of the 
students in the AVT-treatment classroom made at leas t a one-year 
improvement in decoding s k i l ls  as tested by the Wide Range Achieve­
ment Test (WRAT). Only 5 percent of the children in the control 
classroom made such an improvement (Youngberg, 1979, appendix p. 2 ). 
An analysis of covariance indicates that the d ifference in growth 
rates was sign ificant a t the .01 lev e l. In order to te s t the 
effec ts  of regression, both groups were posttested a f te r  five-months 
of treatment. Analysis of covariance indicated that in the word- 
recognition on the WRAT te s t , the AVT-group results were s ig n if i­
cantly better a t the .05 level of significance (Youngberg, 1979, 
appendix, p. 3).
During February 1978 a l l  students in the two sixth-grade  
classrooms at E. P. Clarke Elementary School were randomly divided 
in to  two groups, grade-6A and grade-6B. Grade 6A had twenty-nine 
students and received the AVT treatment using only three sets of 
AVT materials and AVT m aterial on overhead transparencies. Young­
berg, a professional AVT in s tru c to r, assisted by an aide and the 
classroom teacher, both trained in the AVT method, taught the 
students in classroom 6A. Grade 6B had twenty-nine students and 
received AVT treatment in small groups of two to four children with
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one AVT set of m aterials for every two readers in the classroom.
Moon and Robertson, two professional AVT instructo rs , nine 
graduate students and the classroom teacher, a l l  trained in ad­
ministering AVT treatment, taught the group. The AVT instruction  
was given fo r f iv e  consecutive school days with no other subjects 
being taught. Pretreatment and posttreatment tests were ad­
ministered.
The hypothesis being tested was: "After an intensified
five-day program of concentrated instruction o f AVT reading methods, 
a t least 70 percent o f the students w il l  achieve a one-grade sic  
[year] one-month gain in reading level as determined by pre- and 
posttesting" (Robertson, 1978, p. 2 ).
An analysis o f the data indicated that 79.3 percent made a t 
least a one-year one-month improvement on the WRAT tes t in grade 6B 
(Robertson, 1978, p. 2 ). Percentages were not available for group 
6A. Gain scores fo r classrooms 6A and 6B are given in table 5 
(Youngberg, 1979, appendix p. 5).
TABLE 5
GAIN SCORES IN READING GRADE LEVEL FOR 
CLASSROOMS 6A AND 6B— E. P. CLARKE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL




6A 1.73 .47 .80
Classroom
6B 2.41 .20 .30
Source: Data from Youngberg, 1979.
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Only one fourth-grade classroom was chosen to observe the 
effects of peer-tutoring and parent involvement with the AVT pro­
gram. Parents and peer-tutors received AVT instruction prior to 
the study. The f i r s t  day was spent in in tensified  AVT treatment 
given by two professional AVT instructors . For the next four days, 
four and one-half hours per day students were taught the AVT 
method, instructed by parents and by peer tutors from grade 6. An 
analysis of pre- and posttest scores on the WRAT showed an in ­
crease of 1.95 years on the word recognition subtest (Youngberg, 
1979, appendix, p. 5 ). Scores fo r the D etro it Timed Reading Test 
I I I  were not ava ilab le .
Effects of AVT treatment over a period of five  weeks were 
observed in grade f iv e , where the f i r s t  day was an in tensified  AVT 
reading treatment day with two professional AVT instructors and 
nine graduate students administering the treatment. For the next 
twenty-five school days, one graduate student and the classroom 
teacher taught AVT fo r one hour each day. A fter the five  weeks, 
the gain scores as seen on WRAT pre- and posttesting showed an in ­
crease of 1.20 grade levels in reading and the Detroit Timed Read­
ing Test I I I  scores showed an increase of .04 grade level in read­
ing (Youngberg, 1979, appendix p. 5 ).
Therefore, the E. P. Clarke Elementary School study seems 
to indicate that the AVT treatment is  e ffe c tiv e  when used with  
d iffe re n t sized groups of readers, with a varying number o f AVT 
instructors, and when a varying amount of AVT materials are used 
in each group.
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Summary
Chapter I I  presented a review of l ite ra tu re  related to the 
disabled reader. Possible causes of a reading d is a b ility  were d is ­
cussed and a description of the child  in  grades three and four was 
given. Three reading sk il Is —word-recognition, silent-reading  
comprehension and a ttitu d e  towards reading—were discussed in 
relationship to reading d is a b ilit ie s . The AVT treatment, which 
was used in the study, was described in f u l l ,  with a complete re ­
view of previous AVT-treatment research.
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CHAPTER I I I
METHODOLOGY
Type of Research
This Quasi-Experimental research used a Pretest-Posttest 
Nonequivalent Control Group Design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966).
Its  intent was to measure the effectiveness of the Audio Visual 
Tactile  (AVT) treatment on disabled readers' word recognition, 
silent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards reading. This 
design was used instead of the Posttest Only Design because the 
subjects were not randomly assigned to the two experimental groups. 
Thus, in order to ensure the in it ia l  equivalence of the groups, 
pretests were deemed necessary.
Population
The population fo r  th is study was a l l  students in grades 
three and four who had a t least low-average in te lligence (I.Q . 
scores of 80 and above), and who received T it le  I reading-support 
services in the Central, Northside, and Oak Manor elementary schools 
1n the Niles Community School D is tr ic t , N iles , Michigan. This 
entire  population was studied.
These three schools were chosen because they are in many 
ways sim ilar to each other. The total enrollment a t Central is 
365 students with seventeen teachers; a t Northside 351 students
44
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with fourteen teachers; and 355 students and fourteen teachers a t  
Oak Manor. A ll three schools are graded from K-6 and are under the 
T it le  I reading-support service program (Education Directory fo r  
Berrien County Michigan 1978-1979). A ll three schools have reading- 
laboratory fa c i l i t ie s  and are following the Ginn Reading Program 
Series. The percentage o f students from low income fam ilies  is as 
follows: Central, 48.02 percent; Northside, 23.26 percent; and
Oak Manor, 21.79 percent (T it le  I Application Information Blank 
1979-80 fo r Niles Community Schools, p. 3 ).
Students in grades three and four were chosen since they 
are a t an age when a problem in reading is  not due to developmental 
lag only (Spache & Spache, 1977). Some authorities also indicate  
that a person's reading behavior is  "crystallized" by the age of 
twelve (Russell, 1961). "Crystallized" here is used to mean that 
a change in reading behavior is more d i f f ic u lt  and takes much 
longer. Thus, since children in grades three and four are a t ages 
nine and ten, th e ir  reading behavior is not yet fu lly  c ry s ta llize d .
In te llec tu a l evaluations derived from the nonverbal I.Q. 
scores of the Californ ia Test o f Basic S k ills  indicate that these 
students have low-average or above low-average in te lle c tu a l capacity, 
with I.Q . scores of 80 or above. Reading achievement as measured by 
the C alifo rn ia  Test of Basic S k ills  indicates that these students 
are reading below the 25th percentile , and/or have mastered only 
50 percent of the objectives lis ted  in the Michigan Education 
Assessment Program, and/or show a t least one year or more d is­
crepancy between grade placement and level of reading achievement.
The sizes of the th ird - and fourth-grade populations in
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each school which have at least low-average scores o f in te lligence  
and are receiving T it le  I support services are shown in table 6.
The to ta l population fo r the study involved eighty-seven 
students: fo rty -s ix  in the AVT-treatment group and forty-one in
the Attention-Control group.
The decision to use Central Elementary School as the AVT- 
treatment group and Northside and Oak Manor elementary schools as 
the Attention-Control group was made by the Niles school d is tr ic t  
reading sp ecia lis t and her comnittee.
Experimental Conditions
Two experimental conditions employed fo r the study were:
(1) Audio Visual T ac tile  treatment and (2) Attention-Control 
treatment.
A ll of the students in both the control and the treatment 
groups received comparable instruction in reading during the regu­
la r ly  scheduled reading class periods and during T it le  I laboratory 
periods. Comparable instruction was ensured through the use of 
conmon basal reading textbooks and language m aterials. Both groups 
received individual attention  to reading problems during T it le  I 
reading support-service laboratory periods, where reading is taught 
and practised in small groups. The only apparent reading curriculum  
difference between the control and the treatment groups was the 
introduction of the AVT method of reading into the treatment group. 
Both groups had the same time-frame fo r reading instruction . Both 
experimental groups met during school instruction hours and met in 
rooms that were of s im ilar size and physical make-up.






























































Total 2 16 2 20 0 14 7 21 41
Totals 4 37 8 49 3 25 10 38 87
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At the beginning of the experiment each subject in both ex­
perimental conditions was told that a reward would be given i f  
they attended school fo r the next nine weeks without missing more 
than three days of school. The g ir ls  each received a doll and the
boys each a car or a truck.
Prior to the beginning of the study, attendance c r ite r ia  
were established fo r the inclusion of students in the study. For 
the Attention-Control group no student was included who missed
three or more reading class periods and/or missed three or more
T it le  I laboratory periods. For the AVT-treatment group no child  
was included who missed three or more reading class periods and/or 
missed three or more T i t le  I laboratory periods and/or missed 
three or more AVT-treatment group lessons.
Audio Visual Tactile  
Treatment Groups
Students in each grade in the AVT-treatment group were 
randomly assigned with the aid of a random number table to one of 
three AVT-treatment groups. Due to the larger number o f students 
in grade three, treatment was rendered in two d iffe re n t sections 
and a t two d iffe ren t times. A ll grade-four students received 
treatment at the same time. Thus, there was a to ta l of nine AVT- 
treatment groups at the Central elementary school, each containing 
four to six students. (According to Guthrie, S e ife r t ,  and Kline 
[1978], groups of two to eight students make fo r e ffec tive  t re a t ­
ment.) All nine groups met fo r three forty-m inute sessions each 
week fo r nine weeks. The make-up of each individual AVT-treatment 
group is given in appendix B1.
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The AVT-treatment groups were conducted by three c lin ic ian s : 
two reading specialists from Andrews University Reading C e n te r-  
one o f them the researcher o f th is study—and a reading consultant 
from the AVT Educational Laboratory in Chattanooga, Tennessee. A ll 
three c lin ic ians had had intensive tra in ing  and experience with the 
use of the AVT-treatment. One teacher aide assisted each c lin ic ian  
in each AVT-treatment group setting . The aides received AVT 
tra in ing  prior to the study.
Students in the AVT-treatment groups received remedial read­
ing treatment based on AVT-treatment in groups of four to six stu­
dents (see chapter I I  fo r a detailed description of the AVT-treatment). 
The c lin ic ians  taught Breath Control f i r s t  and then S tr ic t  Pointer 
Control. Short vowel sounds were taught before the long vowel 
sounds, followed by consonant blends, vowel digraphs, and dipthongs. 
Each child received a "smiley face" stamp i f  he/she worked without 
distracting  other group members. (Lesson plans for each session 
are found in appendix C l.)
Materials used during treatment were the AVT s k i l l  cards,
AVT vowel cards, and AVT blends and consonant wheels (appendices 
A l, A2, &A3), In addition , overhead transparencies of the AVT 
s k ill  cards were used fo r instruction in each of the AVT-treatment 
groups. Basal readers ranging from grades one to eight and eighty 
lib ra ry  books fo r free reading were located in each of the three 
AVT-group classrooms. A box of Webster S k ill Cards was used in 
each group for comprehension, and Webster S k ill Cards plus slash 
charts (appendix A8) were used as word recognition checks.
For purposes of record keeping each child in the AVT-
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treatment group was given an individual fo lder in which a record of 
attendance, of AVT s k il l  mastered, o f books read during treatment, 
and a record of perceptual adjustments including quick slash chart 




The Attention-Control groups were conducted by the class­
room teachers and the T it le  I reading specia lis ts . Aides in the 
control groups received information as to the material and work in ­
volved prior to the study.
Students in the Attention-Control groups received regular 
classroom reading instruction without the use of AVT-treatment.
They also received services provided in the T it le  I laboratories  
where instruction is  given in groups o f three to six students.
Thus the attention variab le in this study was controlled.
The Ginn Basal Reading series together with task sheets 
were used with each lesson. A sticker was given to each child  i f  
work was done without d istracting  other group members. This group 
of children acted as the control group giving the study its  base­
lin e  data.
Procedure
In December 1979, parents o f students in both the Attention- 
Control and the AVT experimental groups were no tified  by the prin ­
cipals of the schools of the experiment being conducted (appendix D l).
Pretesting on the three dependent variab les; word recognition  
by the Woodcock Word Iden tifica tion  subtest Form A, silent-reading
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comprehension by the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension subtest 
form A, and a ttitu d e  towards reading by the Heathington Intermed­
ia te  A ttitude Scale was conducted in the Central, Northside, and 
Oak Manor elementary schools. Pretests were given from January 14 
to 18, 1980 by three diagnosticians from the Andrews University  
Reading Center. (A detailed pretesting schedule is  found in 
appendix B2.)
Mean pretest scores were computed for both the AVT- 
treatment and the Attention-Control groups so that the degrees of 
in i t ia l  equivalence of the groups could be established.
Two experimental conditions employed fo r  the study were:
(1) Audio Visual Tactile  (AVT) treatment groups and (2) Attention 
Control groups. (See "Experimental Conditions," pp. 46-50 for more 
in form ation.)
The period of treatment at the schools began on January 21, 
1980, and continued u n til March 21, 1980.
Posttesting was conducted the week before spring vacation, 
March 24-28, 1980. The same pretesting schedule sequence was used 
for the posttesting sequence. Both experimental condition groups 
were posttested on the three dependent variables: word-recognition
by the Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  subtest form B, silent-reading  
comprehension by the Nelson S ile n t Reading Comprehension subtest 
form B, and a ttitude  towards reading by the Heathington In te r­
mediate Attitude Scale.
Research Design
This section covers the research design by stating the de­
pendent and the independent variables of the study, the instruments
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used, hypotheses to be tested, a description of the s ta t is t ic a l  
analysis used, and the power analysis.
Dependent Variables 
The dependent variables o f th is  study are: (1) word-
recognition scores on the Woodcock Word Id en tific a tio n  subtest,
(2) s ilen t-read ing  comprehension scores on the Nelson S ilen t Read­
ing Comprehension subtest, and (3) scores on the Heathington 
Intermediate A ttitude Scale.
Independent Variable  
The independent variable fo r th is  study is the treatment 
received by the disabled reader.
Instrumentation 
Three instruments were used in th is  study. The Woodcock 
Reading Mastery Test—Word Id en tific a tio n  subtest; Form A fo r pre­
testing , and Form B fo r posttesting. The Nelson S ilen t Reading 
Comprehension subtest, Form A fo r p retesting , and Form B fo r post­
testing; and the Heathington Intermediate A ttitude Scale fo r both 
pre- and posttesting.
Woodcock Word Id en tific a tio n  
(WWI) Subtest
The Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  (WWI) subtest (appendix 
E l), in the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test battery was f i r s t  pub­
lished in 1973 and has two forms, "Form A" and "Form B," which are 
essentia lly  equivalent in range and d is tribu tio n  of item d i f f i ­
cu lties . The tes t was designed to measure the ch ild 's  a b i l i ty  to
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recognize and name words. There is , however, no assumption that 
the child  knows the meaning of the word. The WWI subtest consists 
of a set of 150 words ranging in d if f ic u lty  from the f i r s t  words 
presented in ty p ic a l, beginning reading programs to words of above- 
average d if f ic u lty  for superior students in the tw e lfth  grade.
Words a t grade-three level o f d i f f ic u lty  and below were selected 
from an analysis o f the vocabulary introduced in seven basal read­
ing programs, from the f i r s t  Preprimer through to the th ird  reader. 
The more d i f f ic u l t  words were taken mainly from the Thorndike- 
Lorge l i s t  (Woodcock, 1973).
The tes t is administered ind iv idually  and takes approxi­
mately fiv e  to seven minutes fo r each child . The child  is asked to 
read the words from a specially  designed Easel-Kit so that the child  
has the words on his/her side o f the Easel-Kit and the examiner has 
the answers on the examiner's side o f the Easel-K it, with a pro­
nunciation key fo r the more d i f f ic u l t  words— items 121-150.
Since the test measures a wide range of a b i l i t y ,  a starting  
point table on the f i r s t  page o f the test helps the examiner deter­
mine a t which word the child  should begin. Woodcock (1973) uses 
the term "operating range" to indicate the set o f items below which 
the subject has essentially  a 100 percent chance of getting a ll  
items correct (basal leve l) and above which he/she has v ir tu a lly  a 
0 percent chance of getting any items correct (c e ilin g  le v e l) .  The 
basal level is established by fiv e  consecutive correct responses 
and the ce iling  level is established by five  consecutive errors.
A ll responses are recorded by the examiner on a Response 
Form, a "1" fo r a correct response and a "0" for an incorrect
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response. The raw score is calculated by adding a l l  items prior 
to the lowest item actua lly  administered and the number of actual 
correct responses. The raw score is  then transformed into a read­
ing grade score by using the Grade Score Scale.
S p lit -h a lf  r e l ia b i l i t y  for Form A, WWI subtest has been 
reported a t .99 , and for Form B a t .98 (Woodcock, 1973). In 
addition, te s t-re te s t Alternate-Form r e l ia b il i t ie s  have also been 
computed by administering Form A o f the test one week and Form B 
one week la te r . For the WWI subtest, the Test-Retest A lternate- 
Form r e l ia b i l i t y  is .94 (Woodcock, 1973).
Evidence for v a lid ity  of the instrument was drawn from a 
m u lt i- t ra it  multi-method matrix analysis (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). 
This was done by u t il iz in g  the two forms, A and B of the WWI sub­
te s t, which were given to the children with one week intervening.
A correlation o f .94 fo r the WWI subtest was reported. Woodcock 
(1973), however, does caution that this correlation might be some­
what overstated because in u t il iz in g  two forms of the same test 
there might not have been a s u ffic ie n t divergence in method, as 
Campbell and Fiske (1959) s ta te , fo r the use of th e ir  method.
The Nelson S ilen t Reading Compre­
hension Subtest (NSRC)
The Nelson Reading Test has two subtests, Vocabulary and 
S ilen t Reading Comprehension. For the purpose of th is  study, the 
Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension subtest (NSRC) Forms A and B 
were used (appendix E2). The NSRC consists of seventy-five items 
which measure reading comprehension. Each reading comprehension 
paragraph has three comprehension questions following i t ,  one
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re la ting  to general significance, or getting the main idea, one to 
knowledge o f detailed  information read in the paragraph, and the 
other question designed to assess the a b i l i t y  to predict outcomes 
from situations depicted in  the paragraph. The test is administered 
to a group, and each child is given a maximum of twenty minutes to 
complete the te s t . The child  is instructed to c irc le  the number 
of the correct answer on his/her te s t booklet.
The r e l ia b i l i t y  co e ffic ien t was derived by using the te s t-  
retest a lternate  form procedure and yielded a r e l ia b i l i t y  of .88 
fo r grade three, .81 for grade four, and .85 fo r grade fiv e  (Nelson, 
1962). Congruent v a lid ity  was obtained by administering the NSRC 
with the Iowa Test of Basic S k ills  (ITBS) to fourth graders and 
sixth graders. Pearson product-moment correlations were computed 
between the NSRC and the ITBS, giving positive correlations of .62 
fo r grade four (Nelson, 1962).
Heathington A ttitude Scales
The Heathington Attitude Scale consists of two scales called  
the Primary A ttitude Scale used in grades one through three and the 
Intermediate A ttitude Scale used in grades four through s ix . The 
statements on each scale were formulated, a fte r  conducting individual 
interviews with s ix ty  students in grades one through s ix , to learn  
about the area o f reading a ttitudes. This was done a t the beginning 
of the school year. The statements on the scale are read aloud to 
the group, and each child is asked to choose one of five  responses 
that have numerical values of 1 to 5 (see appendix E3).
For the purpose o f this study the Heathington Intermediate 
Attitude Scale was used, since the study was conducted during the
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second ha lf o f the school year and the children in grade three 
were closer to the fourth-grade le v e l. Thus, one scale was used 
fo r grades three and four.
The Intermediate Scale is  composed of twenty-four s ta te ­
ments about reading. The child  1s asked to mark whether he strongly 
disagrees, disagrees, is undecided, agrees, or strongly agrees with 
the statement read by the examiner. A score of 5 is given fo r  a 
very positive response, 4 for a pos itive  response, 3 fo r a neutral 
or undecided response, 2 for a negative response, and 1 fo r a very 
negative response. On items numbered 2, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 
and 23, a response of "strongly agree" indicates a very positive  
a ttitude  and receives a score o f 5. On a l l  other items, a response 
of "strongly disagree" indicates a very positive a ttitu d e  and re­
ceives a score of 5. Thus, the possible range of scores is  from 
24 to 120. The higher the raw score on the Heathington Scale, the 
more positive the a ttitu d e  towards reading.
R e lia b ili ty  o f the Heathington Scale was established by 
using the te s t-re te s t method, w ith two weeks between tes tin g . The 
scale was administered in the same environmental s e ttin g , to the 
same sample, The r e l ia b i l i t y  c o e ffic ie n t for the Interm ediate Scale 
1s ,87,
V a lid ity  was obtained by using an item analysis to deter­
mine whether the items were discrim inating between students with  
positive attitudes and those w ith  negative a ttitudes. Only items 
that had a b ise ria l correlation c o e ffic ie n t higher than .35 were 
included. V a lid ity  was further checked by asking each teacher 
involved in the administration o f the scale to id e n tify  f iv e
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students with positive  reading attitudes and fiv e  students with the 
most negative a ttitu d e s . A t - te s t  between means fo r the two groups 
was computed, which showed a difference o f two standard errors of 
the mean between the two groups.
Hypotheses o f the Study
Due to the heuristic  nature of th is  study, the hypotheses 
are stated here in  the null form to f a c i l i t a te  th e ir  analysis from
the data gathered.
1. There is  no sign ificant d ifference between the posttest 
word-recognition means of the two treatment groups, as measured by 
the Woodcock Word Id en tifica tio n  Test, when pretest scores and
I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
2. There is  no s ign ificant d ifference between the posttest 
silent-reading comprehension means of the two treatment groups, as 
measured by the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension subtest, when 
pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
3. There is  no s ign ificant d ifference between the posttest 
reading a ttitude  means of the two treatment groups, as measured by 
the Heathington A ttitude Scale, when pretest scores and I.Q . scores 
are used as covariates. For each of the f i r s t  three hypotheses, 
f ive  subhypotheses were posited. These concern the comparison of 
the means of the treatment groups on the given dependent variable  
within the follow ing subgroups.
Sub-hypothesis a: Grade 3 subjects in both treatment groups
Sub-hypothesis b: Grade 4 subjects in both treatment groups
Sub-hypothesis c: High Average I.Q . subjects in both t re a t ­
ment groups
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Sub-hypothesis d: Average I.Q . subjects in both treatment
groups
Sub-hypothesis e: Low Average I.Q . subjects in both t re a t ­
ment groups
4. There is no s ig n ifican t difference between the centroids 
of the two treatment groups with respect to posttest scores on word- 
recognition, s ilent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards 
reading, when pretest scores on these variables are used as co­
variates.
The five  sub-hypotheses mentioned above were not studied 
with respect to hypothesis 4 because the number o f subjects was too 
small to be thus subdivided fo r m ultivariate  analysis. Kendall 
(1975, p. 11) suggests having ten times as many subjects as variables  
in order to y ie ld  a reasonably stable variance-covariance matrix.
For the overall hypothesis tes t there were 83 subjects and seven 
variables which meets Kendall's c r ite r io n . For none of the sub­
hypotheses could this c r ite r io n  be met.
For hypothesis 4, however, one sub-hypothesis was stated in 
order to study the re la tiv e  importance of the three dependent v a r i­
ables in discriminating between the two treatment groups.
Hypothesis 4a. There is no lin e a r function o f the adjusted 
posttest variables to s ig n ific a n tly  discrim inate between the two 
treatment groups.
S ta tis tic a l Analysis
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were tested separately using a One- 
Way Analysis of Covariance. In each case, the c r ite r io n  variable
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was the relevant posttest score, and the covariates were I.Q . and 
the corresponding pretest score. Analysis o f covariance compares 
the c r ite r io n  (posttest) means with the e ffe c t o f the covariate  
(pretest) removed. That is , the analysis compares posttest means 
as i t  is predicted (by regression analysis) that they would be i f  
the pretest means o f the two groups were equal.
Hypothesis 4 was tested by using a m u ltivaria te  anlaysis of 
covariance, to make allowance fo r the in tercorre lations among the 
three dependent variables. Here the three posttest scores were the 
dependent variab les, and I.Q . and the three pretest scores were the 
covariates.
Power Analysis 
S tr ic t ly ,  as the whole population is being used and in ­
ferences are not made from a sample to a population, power analysis 
may seem out of place. I t  may even be considered that in fe re n tia l 
s ta tis tic s  are out of place. However, the analysis may be con­
sidered as a tes t as to whether the two experimental groups are 
random sub-samples from the to ta l population. Hence these proce­
dures have meaning.
The level o f significance (a) fo r th is  study was set at .05, 
which means that the probability  o f re jecting  a true null hypothesis 
was fiv e  in a hundred. The e ffe c t size was set a t T-j = .25 o, = 
-.25 o, giving M-j -  Mg = .5 o. In analysis o f variance, values are 
assigned to each T . ,  i . e . ,  each treatment e ffe c t, in order to obtain
J
a value fo r A the non-centrality parameter required fo r power tables 
as given in Winer (1972). With an ava ilab le  population N o f 87,
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this gives a power of .62 and indicates that the p ro b ab ility  o f 
rejecting a fa lse  null hypothesis was .62 and the p robab ility  of 
committing a Type I I  erro r,, that is ,  the probability  o f retain ing a 
false null hypothesis was .38.
Summary
th is  chapter presented the research methodology. I t  
described the type of research used, the population, the experi­
mental conditions, and the procedure used. The research design 
procedures used were described and the s ta tis tic a l analyses to test 
the null hypotheses were indicated.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF DATA AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
This chapter presents and analyzes the data concerning the 
effects  of using the AVT-treatment with a population of th ird - and 
fourth-grade students in the Niles Central Elementary School. The 
treatment group was compared to a control group from the Niles 
Oak Manor and Niles Northside elementary schools. The chapter is 
divided into two main sections. In the f i r s t  section, the basic 
data, with some subjective impressions, are presented. In the 
second section, the data are analyzed with respect to each of the 
hypotheses tested.
Information about the Population 
The population selected for study consisted of a ll those 
students who were in grades three and four-, who had, at the le a s t, 
low-average in te lligence (I.Q . scores o f 80 or above)} who were 
receiving T it le  I reading-support services} and who attended the 
Central, Northside, and Oak Manor elementary schools in the Niles 
(Michigan) Community School D is tr ic t. Of the to ta l eighty-seven 
students, four students were dropped because they did not meet the 
attendance crite rio n  (see page 48) required fo r inclusion in the 
study. Three children were eliminated from the AVT-treatment 
groups--one le f t  school, another broke his arm, and the third got
61
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chichen-pox and was absent fo r most of the experimental period. One 
child  was eliminated from the Attention-Control group because he had 
chicken-pox fo r most of the experimental period. Therefore, the 
population fo r the study consisted of eighty-three students, fo rty -  
three in the AVT-treatment group and fo rty  in the Attention-Control 
group. Table 7 shows the d is trib u tio n  of these students by grade 
le v e l, I .Q . , and school.
Basic Data fo r Analysis
Table 8 gives the means on the variables fo r the population 
as a whole and fo r each treatment condition. Raw data are found in 
appendix F. In order to te s t fo r the equivalence o f the two groups, 
the I.Q . and pretest means of the two groups were compared by the 
t - te s t  for independent groups. The probability  levels yielded were 
.245 fo r I .Q . , .381 for the Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  Test,
.389 fo r the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension Test, and .494 
fo r the Heathington Attitude Scale. Hence i t  is ju s t if ie d  to 
assume that the two groups are equivalent on these four variables.
Examination of the Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  (WWI) 
subtest ce lls  fo r the experimental groups indicates th a t , although 
the two experimental groups began with pretest mean scores that 
were only .1238 months apart in reading level in favor o f the 
Attention-Control group, the order was reversed with respect to 
the posttest mean scores, with the AVT-treatment group showing a 
posttest mean of .4263 months above that of the Attention-Control 
group.
The Nelson Silent-Reading Comprehension subtest ce lls  seem
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GROUP MEANS ON I .Q . , WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST, 
NELSON SILENT READING COMPREHENSION TEST AND 
HEATHINGTON ATTITUDE SCALE
Group N I.Q. Woodcock Word Iden tification  Test




Experimental Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
AVT-treatment 43 98.3 2.4837 3.1163 2.9256 3.7674 77.5581 65.0698
Attention-
Control 40 96.2 2.6075 2.6900 3.0900 3.4150 75.7250 68.9750
Total 83 97.3 2.5434 2.9109 3.0048 3.5976 76.6747 66.9518
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to show that the AVT-treatment group did better on silent-reading  
comprehension a fte r  treatment than did the Attention-Control group, 
with an increase o f .8418 months fo r the AVT-treatment group and 
.3250 months fo r the Attention-Control group.
From the Heathington A ttitude Scale c e lls ,  an interesting  
observation can be made. Both experimental groups seem to have 
developed more negative a ttitudes toward reading a f te r  the period 
o f treatment. The AVT-treatment group, which started  with more 
positive  a ttitu d es , showed more negative attitudes a fte r  treatment 
than did the Attention-Control group.
Analysis o f Data and Testing 
of the Hypotheses
In this section, the data are presented hypothesis by 
hypothesis with each being accepted or rejected according to the 
findings in the analysis o f the data. The hypotheses are presented 
in  the null form.
Hypothesis 1: There is  no s ign ifican t difference between
the posttest word-recognition means of the two treatment groups, as 
measured by the Woodcock Word Iden tifica tio n  te s t ,  when pretest 
scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 9 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, and 
the adjusted c rite rio n  means on the Woodcock Word Id en tific a tio n  
te s t fo r the complete AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups. 
The adjusted c rite rio n  (posttest) means for the groups are the means 
predicted fo r those groups by regression analysis , i f  th e ir  co­
v a ria te  means had been equal. The adjusted posttest means seem to
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COMBINED GRADES: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST
Experimental Covariate Means C riterion  Means Adjusted 
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
2.4837 3.1163 3.1704
2.6075 2.6900 2.6318
Table 10 gives the results o f the univariate  analysis of co- 
variance to compare the above means. The obtained F -ra tio  with 
1 and 79 degrees o f freedom is 33.301 with a p robab ility  of < .0005. 
Therefore hypothesis 1 was rejected. There was a s ig n ifican t 
difference, in favor of the AVT-treatment group, between the post­
tes t word-recognition means of the two treatment groups as meas­
ured by the WWI tes t.
TABLE 10
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 1







Mean Calculated p 
Square F-Ratio
Treatment 1 5.8452 5.8452 33.301 < .0005*
Error 79 13.8665 .1755
Total 80 19.7116
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Hypothesis 1 is subdivided in to  five  sub-hypotheses—one for 
each grade level (grades three and four) and one fo r each I.Q . 
category (high-average I .Q . , average I .Q . , and low-average I .Q . ).
Hypothesis l a : There is no s ign ifican t d ifference between 
the posttest word-recognition means of the two treatment groups 
in grade three as measured by the WWI tes t, when pretest scores 
and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 11 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted crite rio n  means fo r grade three on the WWI tes t  
in both the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups. The 














ment Group 97.5 2.1821 2.8750 2.9732
Attention- 
Control Group 99.9 2.3750 2.5250 2.3875
Table 12 gives the results o f the univariate analysis of 
covariance to compare the means fo r grade three on the WWI tes t.
The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 44 degrees of freedom is  18.744 
with a probability  of < .0005. Thus hypothesis la was rejected.
In grade three, there was a s ig n ific a n t difference, in favor o f the
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AVT-treatment group, between the posttest word-recognition means 
as measured by the WWI te s t.
TABLE 12
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS la











Treatment 1 3.8332 3.8332 18.744 < .0005*
Error 44 8.9980 .2045
Total 45 12.8312
♦Significant a t the .05 leve l.
Hypothesis lb : There is  no s ign ifican t d ifference between the
posttest word-recognition means of the two treatment groups in 
grade four, as measured by the WWI te s t, when pretest scores 
and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 13 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted means fo r grade four on the WWI te s t in  both the 
AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups. The adjusted mean 
scores seem to favor the AVT-treatment group.
Table 14 gives the results of the univariate analysis of 
covariance to compare the means for grade four on the WWI tes t.
The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 31 degrees o f freedom is  12.758 
with a probability  of .002. Therefore hypothesis lb  was rejected. 
The difference between the posttest word-recognition means of the 
two treatment conditions fo r grade four was s ig n ific a n t, in favor 
of the AVT-treatment group.




GRADE FOUR: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST
Experimental Covariate Means C rite rion  Means Adjusted 





99.8 3.0467 3.5667 3.4114
92.5 2.8400 2.8550 2.9715
TABLE 14
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS lb
GRADE FOUR: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST










Treatment 1 1.3156 1.3156 12.758 .002*
Error 31 3.1968 .1031
Total 32 4.5124
♦S ign ificant a t the .05 le v e l.
Hypothesis 1c: There is no s ig n ific a n t difference between the
posttest word-recognition means of the two treatment groups for 
high-average I.Q . students, as measured by the WWI te s t , when 
pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 15 gives the covariate means, c rite rio n  means, and the 
adjusted posttest means for high-average I.Q . students on the WWI 
tes t in both the AVT-treatment and the A ttention - Control groups.
The difference in adjusted mean scores favois the AVT-treatment 
group in respect to word-recognition.














ment Group 112.8 2.8200 3.5400 3.5974
Attention- 
Control Group 114.5 3.2500 3.3000 3.1565
Results o f the univariate analysis o f covariance to compare 
the means fo r high-average I.Q . students on the WWI test are given 
in table 16. The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 3 degrees of freedom 
was 1.230 with a p robab ility  of .349. Hypothesis lc ,  therefore, 
was not rejected and was retained. Although the actual difference  
between the means was as great fo r th is  sub-group as for the previous 
sub-groups, the small number of degrees o f freedom for error 
m itigates against a s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ig n ifican t resu lt. There was 
no s ig n ifican t difference between the high-average I.Q . students 
in the two treatment groups on word-; ecognition as tested by the 
WWI te s t.
Hypothesis Id : There is no s ig n ifican t difference between
the posttest word-recognition means o f the two treatment groups 
fo r average I.Q . students, as measured by the WWI tes t, when 
pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 17 gives the covariate means, the crite rio n  means, and 
the adjusted posttest means for average I.Q . students on the WWI 
tes t in both the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups.
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The difference in adjusted posttest mean scores appears to favor 
the AVT-treatment group.
TABLE 16
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS lc
HIGH-AVERAGE I.Q . STUDENTS: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST








Treatment 1 .2371 .2371 1.230 .349




MEANS: HYPOTHESIS Id 
I.Q . STUDENTS: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST
Experimental
Groups
Covariate Means Criterion Means Adjusted 
I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
AVT-treat­
ment Group 98.8 2.4733 3.1100 3.1387
Attention- 
Control Group 98.24 2.5310 2.6379 2.6082
Table 18 states the resu lts  o f the univariate analysis of 
covariance fo r average I.Q . students to compare group means on the 
WWI tes t. The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 55 degrees o f freedom is 
23.756 with a probability  of < .0005. Hypothesis Id was thus re ­
jected. The difference between the posttest word-recognition means 
for average I.Q . students in the two treatment conditions was sig ­
n ific a n t, in  favor of the AVT-treatment group.
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TABLE 18
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS Id
AVERAGE I . Q .  STUDENTS: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST










Treatment 1 4.1287 4.1287 23.756 < .0005*
Error 55 9.5588 .1738
Total 56 13.6875
♦S ign ificant at the .05 le v e l.
Hypothesis l e : There is no s ig n ifican t difference between
the posttest word-recognition means o f the two treatment groups 
fo r low-average I.Q . students, as measured by the WWI te s t ,  
when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 19 gives the covariate means, the crite rio n  means, and 
the adjusted posttest means fo r  low-average I.Q . students on the WWI 
test in both the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups.
TABLE 19
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS le
LOW-AVERAGE I.Q . STUDENTS: WOODCOCK WORD IDENTIFICATION TEST
Experimental Covariate Means Criterion Means Adjusted
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Table 20 gives the results  derived from the univariate  
analysis of covariance fo r  low-average I.Q . students to compare 
group means on the WWI te s t . The obtained F -ra tio  w ith 1 and 13 
degrees o f freedom was 2.945 y ie ld ing  a p robab ility  of .107. There 
was again a small number o f degrees of freedom fo r e rro r in this  
comparison. Hypothesis le  was therefore retained, and there was 
no s ig n ifican t difference between the low-average I.Q . students 
in  the treatment groups on word-recognition as tested by the WWI 
te s t.
TABLE 20
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS le











Treatment 1 .4647 .4647 2.945 .107
Error 13 2.0514 .1578
Total 14 2.5161
Hypothesis 2: There is  no s ign ifican t d ifference between
the posttest s ilent-reading comprehension means of the two treatment 
groups, as measured by the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension tes t, 
when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
The covariate means, the crite rio n  means, and the adjusted 
posttest means for the combined grades on the Nelson S ilen t Reading 
Comprehension test in both the AVT-treatment and the A ttention- 
Control groups are stated in tab le  21. The adjusted posttest means 
seem to indicate a s lig h t d ifference in favor of the AVT-treatment
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group with regard to s ilen t-read ing  comprehension.
TABLE 21
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 2
COMBINED GRADES: NELSON SILENT READING COMPREHENSION TEST
Experimental Covariate Means C riterion  Means Adjusted
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
3.7674 3.8293
3.4150 3.3485
Table 22 gives the resu lts  of univariate analysis of co- 
variance fo r grades three and four to compare the treatment group 
means on the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t. The ob­
tained F -ra tio  with 1 and 79 degrees of freedom was 7.275 with a 
probability  of .008. Thus, hypothesis 2 was rejected. There was 
a s ig n ifican t difference in favor of the AVT-treatment group be­
tween the two posttest s ilen t-read ing  comprehension means as 
measured by the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t.
TABLE 22
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 2











Treatment 1 4.6626 4.6626 7.275 < .008+
Error 79 50.6317 .6409
Total 80 55.2943
♦S ignificant a t the .05 le ve l.
ment^roup 98,3 2.9256
&  96-2 3-0900
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Hypothesis 2 is further subdivided into five  sub-hypotheses~ 
one fo r each grade level (grades three and four) and one for each 
I.Q . category (high-average, average, and low-average).
Hypothesis 2a: There is no s ig n ifican t d ifference between
the posttest silent-reading comprehension means o f the two 
treatment groups in grade th ree , as measured by the Nelson 
S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t , when pretest scores and 
I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 23 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted means for grade three on the Nelson S ilen t Reading 
Comprehension tes t in both the AVT-treatment and the Attention- 
Control groups. The AVT-treatment group appears to have a higher 
adjusted posttest mean score in s ilen t-read ing  comprehension.
TABLE 23
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 2a










ment Group 97.5 2.5857 3.4214 3.4838
Attention- 
Control Group 99.9 2.7800 2.9150 2.8277
Table 24 gives the results derived from the univariate  
analysis of covariance for grade three to compare treatment group 
means on the Nelson Silent Reading Comprehension te s t. The obtained 
F-ratio  with 1 and 44 degrees of freedom was 8.934 with a p robab ility  
of .005. Hypothesis 2a was therefore rejected. That is ,  there was
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a s ig n ifican t difference between the two treatment groups, in 
favor o f the AVT-treatment group, on s ilen t-read ing  comprehension 
in grade three.
TABLE 24
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 2a











Treatment 1 4.8524 4.8524 8.934 .005^
Error 44 23.8981 .5431
Total 45 28.7505
♦Significant a t the .05 leve l.
Hypothesis 2b: There is no s ig n ific a n t d ifference between
the posttest silent-reading comprehension means o f the two 
treatment groups in grade four, as measured by the Nelson S ilen t 
Reading Comprehension te s t, when pretest scores and I.Q . scores 
are used as covariates.
Table 25 gives the covariate means, the c rite r io n  means, and 
the adjusted posttest means for grade four on the Nelson S ilent 
Reading Comprehension test in both the AVT-treatment and the 
Attention-Control groups. The d ifference in adjusted posttest mean 
scores appears to favor s lig h tly  the AVT-treatment group.
Table 26 gives the univariate analysis of covariance re­
sults fo r grade four to compare treatment group means on the Nelson 
S ilen t Reading Comprehension tes t. The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 
31 degrees of freedom was 1.767 y ie ld ing  a probability  o f .191. The




GRADE FOUR: NELSON SILENT READING COMPREHENSION TEST
Experimental Covariate Means C riterion Means Adjusted
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
4.4133 4.3709
3.9150 3.9468
variance within the groups (error variance) was considerably higher 
fo r the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension test than fo r the 
Woodcock Word Id en tific a tio n  te s t. Hypothesis 2b was retained. 
That is ,  there was no s ig n ifican t difference between treatment 
groups for grade four w ith respect to scores on the Nelson S ilent 
Reading Comprehension te s t.
TABLE 26
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 2b











Treatment 1 1.2580 1.2580 1.767 .191
Error 31 22.0652 .7118
Total 32 23.3232
Hypothesis 2c: There is no s ign ifican t d ifference between
the posttest silent-reading comprehension means o f the two 
treatment groups for high-average I.Q . students, as measured by
ment^roup 99,8 3.5600
Control°Group 92' 5 3 ' 4000
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the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension te s t, when pretest scores 
and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 27 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, and 
the adjusted posttest means fo r  high-average I.Q . students on the 
Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension tes t in both the AVT-treatment 
and the Attention-Control groups. The difference in adjusted post­
tes t mean scores appear to favor the AVT-treatment group.
TABLE 27
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 2c











ment Group 112.8 3.3600 4.3600 4.0955
A ttention- 
Control Group 114.5 2.7000 2.7000 3.3613
Table 28 gives the resu lts  of the univariate analysis of co- 
variance fo r high-average I.Q . students to compare treatment group 
means on the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t . Again, the 
error degrees of freedom fo r th is  comparison are sm all, and the 
error variance comparatively large. The obtained F -ra tio  with  
1 and 3 degrees of freedom was .301 with a p robab ility  of .622. 
Therefore, hypothesis 2c was not rejected. There was no s ig n ifican t 
difference between the two treatment groups for high-average I.Q . 
students in silent-reading comprehension as tested by the Nelson 
S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t.
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TABLE 28
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 2c












Treatment 1 .3890 .3890 .301 .622
Error 3 3.8774 1.2925
Total 4 4.2664
Hypothesis 2d: There is no s ig n ifican t difference between
the posttest silent-reading comprehension means o f the two 
treatment groups fo r average I.Q . students, as measured by the 
Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t, when pretest scores 
and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 29 gives the covariate means, the c rite r io n  means,
and the adjusted posttest means fo r average I.Q . students on the
Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension te s t in both the AVT-treatment 
and the Attention-Control groups. The AVT-treatment group appears
to have a s lig h tly  higher adjusted posttest mean score in s ile n t-
reading comprehension.
Table 30 gives the results of the univariate analysis o f co- 
variance fo r average I.Q . students to compare treatment group means 
on the Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension tes t. The obtained 
F-ratio  with 1 and 55 degrees of freedom was 3.707 with a probabil­
i ty  of .056. Therefore hypothesis 2d was not rejected, although 
the probab ility  level is extremely close to approaching significance. 
There was no s ig n ifican t difference between the two treatment groups
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fo r average I.Q . students in silent-reading comprehension as tested  
by the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension te s t.
TABLE 29
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 2d




Covariate Means C riterion  Means 




ment Group 98.8 2.9933 3.7333 3.7573
Attention- 
Control Group 98.2 3.0759 3.4069 3.3820
TABLE 30
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 2d 
AVERAGE-I.Q. STUDENTS: NELSON SILENT READING 
COMPREHENSION TEST




Mean Calculated p 
Square F-Ratio
Treatment 1 2.0653 2.0653 3 .707 .056
Error 55 30.6443 .5572
Total 56 32.7096
Hypothesis 2e: There is no s ig n ific a n t difference between
the posttest s ilen t-read ing  comprehension means of the two 
treatment groups fo r low-average I.Q . students, as measured by 
the Nelson S ile n t Reading Comprehension te s t , when pretest 
scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
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Table 31 gives the covariate means, the crite rio n  means, and 
the adjusted posttest means fo r low-average I.Q . students on the 
Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension te s t in both the AVT-treatment 
and the Attention-Control groups. The d ifference in adjusted post­
tes t mean scores seems to favor s lig h tly  the AVT-treatment group.
TABLE 31
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 2e
LOW-AVERAGE I.Q . STUDENTS: NELSON SILENT READING
COMPREHENSION TEST
Experimental Covariate Means C riterion  Means Adjusted 
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
3.5250 4.0566
3.6000 3.1275
Table 32 gives the results of the univariate analysis of 
covariance fo r low-average I.Q . students to compare treatment group 
means on the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension tes t. The obtained
F -ra tio  with 1 and 13 degrees of freedom was 3.275 with a p ro b a b ility
of .091. Hence, hypothesis 2e was not re jected. There was no s ig ­
n ific a n t d ifference between the two treatment groups among the low- 
average I.Q . students with respect to scores on the Nelson S ilen t 
Reading Comprehension test.
Hypothesis 3 : There is no s ig n ific a n t difference between
the posttest reading attitude  means of the two treatment groups, as 
measured by the Heathington Attitude Scale when pretest scores and 
I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
ment^roup 87,4 2.4000
Attention— oc c ■, oooo
Control Group 85‘ 6 3 ‘ 2222
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TABLE 32
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 2e
LOW-AVERAGE I.Q . STUDENTS: NELSON SILENT READING
COMPREHENSION TEST
Source of Degrees of Adjusted Sums Mean Calculated n
Variation Freedom of Squares Square F-Ratio r
Treatment 1 2.7764 2.7764 3.275 .091
Error 13 11.0211 .8478
Total 14 13.7975
Table 33 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted posttest means fo r the combined grades on the 
Heathington A ttitude Scale in both the AVT-treatment and the 
Attention-Control groups. The d ifference in adjusted posttest 
mean scores appears to favor s lig h tly  the Attention-Control group.
TABLE 33
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 3
COMBINED GRADES: HEATHINGTON ATTITUDE SCALE
Experimental Covariate Means C riterion Means Adjusted 
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
ment^Group 98-3 77' 5581 65'° 698 S4- 9700
Control°Group 96-2 75- 7250 68' 9750 69' 0822
Table 34 gives the results o f the univariate analysis of 
covariance fo r the combined grades on the Heathington A ttitude  
Scale. The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 79 degrees o f freedom was 
2.022 with a probability  of .155. Therefore, hypothesis 3 was not
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rejected. There was no s ig n ifican t d ifference in reading a ttitu d es  
between the two treatment groups in the combined grades—three and 
four.
TABLE 34
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 3











Treatment 1 341.9336 341.9336 2.022 .155
Error 79 13362.3750 169.1440
Total 80 13704.3086
Hypothesis 3 is  further subdivided into fiv e  sub-hypotheses— 
one fo r each grade level (grades three and fo u r), and one fo r each 
I.Q . category (high-average I .Q .,  average I .Q .,  and low-average I .Q . ).
Hypothesis 3a: There is  no s ig n ifican t difference between
the posttest reading a ttitu d e  means o f the two treatment groups 
in grade three, as measured by the Heathington A ttitude Scale 
when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 35 gives the covariate means, the c rite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted posttest means fo r grade three on the Heathington 
Attitude Scale in both the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control 
groups. The Attention-Control group's adjusted posttest mean 
score appears to be somewhat higher than the AVT-treatment group's 
adjusted posttest mean score.
Table 36 gives the results of the univariate analysis o f 
covariance fo r grade three on the Heathington A ttitude Scale. The




GRADE THREE: HEATHINGTON ATTITUDE SCALE
Experimental Covariate Means C rite rio n  Means Adjusted
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
65.4643 65.3156
71.0000 71.2082
obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 44 degrees o f freedom was 2.878 with a 
probability  level of .093. Thus hypothesis 3a was not re jected. 
There was no s ig n ifican t difference in reading attitudes in grade 
three between the two treatment groups.
TABLE 36
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 3a











Treatment 1 395.8867 395.8867 2.878 .093
Error 44 6051.9648 137.5446
Total 45 6447.8516
Hypothesis 3b: There is no s ig n ific a n t difference between
the posttest reading attitude  means o f the two treatment groups 
in grade four, as measured by the Heathington A ttitude Scale 
when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as covariates.
Table 37 gives the covariate means, the c rite rio n  means, and
ment^roup 97-5 77- 5°00
&iss!oŝ,p m-9 76-25°°
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the adjusted posttest means fo r grade four on the Heathington A t t i ­
tude Scale in both the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control 
groups. The adjusted posttest mean score fo r the Attention-Control 
group seems to be higher than i t  is fo r the AVT-treatment group.
TABLE 37
MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 3b










ment Group 99.8 77.6667 64.3333 61.4591
Attention- 
Control Group 92.5 75.2000 66.9500 69.1056
Table 38 gives the results of the univariate analysis of 
covariance fo r grade four to compare treatment group means on the 
Heathington Attitude Scale. The obtained F -ra tio  with 1 and 31 
degrees of freedom was 2.070 with a p robab ility  of .157. Therefore, 
there was no s ig n ifican t difference between the two treatment 
groups in grade four, with regard to reading a ttitudes.
Hypothesis 3c: There is no s ig n ifican t difference between
the posttest reading a ttitu d e  means of the two treatment groups 
fo r high-average I.Q . students as measured by the Heathington 
Attitude Scale, when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used 
as covariates.
Table 39 gives the covariate means, the c rite rio n  means, and 
the adjusted posttest means fo r high-average I.Q . students on the 
Heathington A ttitude Scale in both the AVT-treatment and the
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Attention-Control groups. The AVT-treatment group appears to have 
a somewhat higher adjusted posttest mean score in reading a ttitu d es .
TABLE 38
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 3b
GRADE FOUR: HEATHINGTON ATTITUDE SCALE




Mean Calculated p 
Square F-Ratio
Treatment 1 394.5430 394.5430 2.070 .157




MEANS: HYPOTHESIS 3c 
Q. STUDENTS: HEATHINGTON ATTITUDE SCALE
Experimental
Groups
Covariate Means C riterion  Means Adjusted 
I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
AVT-treat­
ment Group 112.8 75.4000 74.2000 75.3823
Attention- 
Control Group 114.5 82.0000 64.5000 61.5439
Table 40 gives the results of the univariate analysis of 
covariance for high-average I.Q . students to compare treatment 
group means on the Heathington A ttitude Scale. Again, error de­
grees of freedom are very small here. The obtained F -ra tio  with 
1 and 3 degrees of freedom was 1.1313 with a p robab ility  o f .336. 
Hence, hypothesis 3c was not rejected.
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TABLE 40
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 3c











Treatment 1 60.0845 60.0845 1.313 .336
Error 3 137.2836 45.7612
Total 4 197.3681
Hypothesis 3d: There is no sign ificant d ifference between
the posttest reading-attitude means of the two treatment groups 
for average I.Q . students as measured by the Heathington 
Attitude Scale, when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used as 
covariates.
Table 41 gives the covariate means, the c r ite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted posttest means fo r average I.Q. students on the 
Heathington A ttitude Scale in both the AVT-treatment and the 
Attention-Control groups. The Attention-Control adjusted posttest 
mean scores appear to be higher than the AVT-treatment group's ad­
justed posttest mean score.
Table 42 gives the results o f the adjusted univariate  
analysis of covariance for average I.Q . students to compare post­
te s t means on the Heathington A ttitude Scale. The obtained F -ra tio  
with 1 and 55 degrees of freedom was 3.063 with a p ro b ab ility  o f 
.082. Therefore hypothesis 3d was not rejected. There was no 
sign ificant difference between the two treatment groups with re­
gard to reading attitudes among average I.Q. students.




AVERAGE I.Q . STUDENTS: HEATHINGTON ATTITUDE SCALE
Experimental Covariate Means C rite rion  Means Adjusted 
Groups I.Q . Pretest Posttest Posttest Means
Mt'sSJ;; 9e-8 74-9oo° 64-7333 64-7566
tolrt™i06roUp 98'2 74'4483 71-0345 71-0104
TABLE 42
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 3d











Treatment 1 574.7734 574.7734 3.063 .082
Error 55 10320.1406 187.6389
Total 56 10894.9141
Hypothesis 3e: There is no s ig n ifican t difference between
the posttest reading attitude  means of the two treatment groups 
fo r  low-average I.Q . students as measured by the Heathington 
A ttitude Scale, when pretest scores and I.Q . scores are used 
as covariates.
Table 43 gives the covariate means, the c rite r io n  means, 
and the adjusted posttest means fo r low-average I.Q . students on 
the Heathington A ttitude Scale in both the AVT-treatment and the 
Attention-Control groups.
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At f i r s t  sight the adjustment o f the means appears to be in 
the d irection that one would not expect from the covariate means. 
This however is because o f negative correlations o f -.31  between 














ment Group 87.4 88.8750 60.6250 61.9731
Attention- 
Control Group 85.6 78.4444 63.3333 62.1351
Table 44 gives the resu lts  of the univariate analysis of 
covariance fo r low-average I.Q . students to compare adjusted post­
tes t means on the Heathington Attitude Scale. The obtained F -ratio  
with 1 and 13 degrees of freedom was < 0.0005 with a probab ility  
level > .9995. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 
There was no difference between the means of the two groups on the 
Heathington Attitude Scale.
Hypothesis 4: There is  no s ign ifican t d ifference between
the centroids of the two treatment groups with respect to posttest 
scores of word-recognition, silent-reading comprehension, and a t t i ­
tude towards reading when I.Q . and pretest scores on these variables  
are used as covariates.
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TABLE 44
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE: HYPOTHESIS 3e











Treatment 1 .0103 .0103 < .0005 > .9995
Error 13 1606.5447 123.5804
Total 14 1606.5344
Table 45 shows the adjusted means yielded by the m ulti­
varia te  analysis of covariance. Three crite rio n  variables and four 
covariates yielded an F = 16.2187 with 3 and 74 degrees o f freedom, 
and a probability  o f < .0005. The null hypothesis was therefore  
rejected.
TABLE 45
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE 





Id en tific a tio n  
Test






ment Group 3.1748 3.8482 64.8637
Attention- 
Control Group 2.6271 3.3282 69.1964
The s ig n ifican t F ra tio  fo r the m ultivariate  analysis 
suggested a discriminant analysis to study the re la tiv e  importance 
of the three variables in discrim inating between the two groups.
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For th is , the reduced (adjusted) Between Groups and Within Sums o f  
Squares and Cross Products Matrices were used, and also the ad­
justed group means, as output by the M u ltiva ria te  Analysis o f Co- 
variance Program.
The approximate Chi-Square was 39.2316 with 3 degrees of 
freedom and a probability  o f < .0005. Hence the null hypothesis 
was rejected. There is a linear combination o f the adjusted post­
te s t variables which s ig n ifican tly  discrim inate between the two 
groups.
The group means on the discriminant function were .833 fo r  
the AVT-treatment group and .687 fo r the Attention-Control group. 
The standardized discriminant function weights were: for the
Woodcock Word Id en tific a tio n  test .3934, fo r the Nelson S ilent 
Reading Comprehension tes t .2131, and fo r the Heathington A ttitude  
Scale -.1884. Using a common rule of thumb to note those weights 
which are a t least 50 percent (in absolute value) of the maximum 
weight, i t  is seen that the AVT-treatment group is s ig n ific a n tly  
d is tin c t from the Attention-Control group in that the former have 
higher scores on the Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  Test and the 
Nelson S ilen t Reading Comprehension Test, in that order of impor­
tance. This is in complete agreement with the univariate analyses.
Summary
There were two main sections in the presentation and analys 
of data in this chapter. Section one dealt w ith information about 
the sample and basic data fo r analysis. Section two was concerned 
with testing a ll four main hypotheses and the five  sub-hypotheses 
under each of the f i r s t  three main hypotheses.
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Univariate analysis of covariance was employed to test the 
f i r s t  three main hypotheses and the f iv e  sub-hypotheses under each 
of them. M u ltivaria te  analysis of covariance, followed by d is ­
criminant analysis, was used to tes t hypothesis 4.
The results from testing the f i r s t  hypothesis indicated th a t, 
on word-recognition scores, there was a s ig n ifican t difference in 
favor of the AVT-treatment group fo r grades three and four combined, 
fo r grade three, grade four, and fo r average I.Q . students in the 
combined grades. For the high-average I.Q . students and the low- 
average I.Q . students there was no s ig n ific a n t difference in tes t  
means between the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups, 
although in both cases the non-significant difference was in the 
direction of the AVT group.
Hypothesis 2 dealt with the un ivariate  analysis of covar­
iance results o f the Nelson Silent Reading Comprehension scores. 
Significant p robab ilities  at the .05 level were found to ex is t in 
favor of the AVT-treatment group in the to ta l sample and in grade 
three, when analyzed by i ts e lf .  The treatment e ffec t on grade 
four, the high-average I .Q . , the average I .Q . , and the low-average 
I.Q . students showed no sign ificant differences between scores of 
AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups, although for 
these sub-groups the difference consistently favored the AVT- 
treatment group.
The results of the Heathington A ttitude Scale in hypothesis 
3 showed no s ig n ifican t differences between the mean posttest 
scores of the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups, a l ­
though in a l l  cases the small difference appeared subjectively to
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be in favor of the Attention-Control group.
The la s t hypothesis dealing with the centroids of the two 
experimental treatment groups with respect to word-recognition, 
silent-read ing  comprehension, and attitudes toward reading was 
tested by using m ultivariate analysis of covariance. The F -ra tio  
resu lting  from the analysis reached the .05 level o f significance. 
Thus, hypothesis 4 was re jected . Since the F -ra tio  fo r the m ulti­
va ria te  analysis was s ig n ific a n t, a discriminant analysis to study 
the re la tiv e  importance o f the three variables in discriminating  
between the two groups was undertaken. The results indicated that 
the AVT-treatment group was s ig n ifican tly  d is tin c t from the 
Attention-Control group in th a t the former had higher scores on the 
Woodcock Word Iden tifica tio n  test and the Nelson S ilen t Reading 
Comprehension te s t, in that order o f importance.
Table 46 gives a summary of the probab ility  levels for 
hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 4, and th e ir  sub-hypotheses.
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*Hypotheses s ign ificant at the .05 level of significance.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
This study endeavored to evaluate the e ffec t of the Audio 
Visual T ac tile  (AVT) treatment in the areas of word-recognition, 
silent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards reading, when used 
on disabled readers. Chapter V presents the summary, which b r ie fly  
states the purpose of the study, gives an overview of re la ted  l i t e r a ­
ture , describes the population, and explains the procedure and metho­
dology used. Then follows a discussion of findings and resulting  con­
clusions. F inally  the implications o f the study and recommendations 
fo r fu rth er research conclude the chapter.
Summary
Purpose o f the Study
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the e ffec­
tiveness o f the AVT-treatment when used in small groups (4-6  children) 
of th ird - and fourth-grade disabled readers. The main focus was on 
the AVT-treatment effects in three areas of reading: word-recognition,
s ilen t-read ing  comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards reading. The 
corollary purposes of the study were to investigate the AVT-treatment 
effects in the above-mentioned three areas of reading on grade three 
and four students separately, on high-average I .  Q. students, average 
I .  Q. students, and low-average I .  Q. students. Four hypotheses were
95
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formulated and projected fo r this study. The f i r s t  hypothesis d ea lt 
with the effects o f AVT-treatment on word-recognition, the second on 
AVT-treatment effects on silent-reading comprehension, and the th ird  
on attitudes toward reading. Hypothesis four was concerned with the 
e ffe c t of the treatment on the three variables taken together.
An Overview of Related L iterature
The review of lite ra tu re  was divided into eight sections. The 
f i r s t  presented a review of lite ra tu re  giving characteristics id e n ti­
fying the disabled reader. There seemes to be a consensus o f opinion 
that the disabled reader is one who, in sp ite  o f no in te llec tu a l de­
fic iency, good hearing, and good vision, is unable to learn to read 
without special help. Remedial instruction fo r such a reader has been 
necessary over a period o f several years. Weakness in a number of 
major reading-skil1 areas is also evidenced. Such a reader exhib its  
directional problems, le t te r  confusion, and reversal of le tte rs  or 
whole words. Often a ch ild  is c lass ified  as a disabled reader i f  there 
is a discrepancy between reading achievement as measured by reading 
tes t scores and a c h ild 's  potential as measured by in te lligence tes ts .
The second section dealt with the possible causes of reading 
disorders. I t  was found that 50 percent of disabled readers have 
sight or visual-perceptual dysfunctions. A hearing loss however s lig h t  
may also hinder reading progress. Various physical factors, such as 
poor dentition , a lle rg ie s , infected tonsils or adenoids, vitamin d e fi­
ciencies, m alnutrition, and a suscep tib ility  to colds have also been 
shown to be prevalent among disabled readers. Poor readers seem to 
exh ib it emotional maladjustments, although researchers are not sure
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which comes f i r s t ,  the reading d is a b ility  or the emotional problem. 
There is a strong consensus o f opinion, however, that a positive cor­
re la tion  exists between reading achievement and a ch ild 's  self-concept. 
Social problems such as a low socio-economic level or a disadvantaged 
background seem to heighten a reading problem. Some educators suggest 
that the major causative factor is poor teaching, especially the 
omission of teaching important s k ills .
The th ird  section described the ch ild  in grades three and four 
as being fu l l  of boundless physical energy and endurance, thus making 
attendance a t school more regular due to a lower su s cep tib ility  to 
disease. At that level there is an increase in the children's desire 
to read, they seem in te lle c tu a lly  eager and a le r t ,  and thus are more 
motivated to learn.
Sections four, f iv e , and six dealt with three areas of reading: 
word-recognition, silent-reading comprehension, and attitudes toward 
reading. Word-recognition is said to be a prerequisite to reading 
comprehension and the most fundamental of reading s k il ls .  Research 
shows that substantial correlations are found between word-recognition 
s k ills  and school performance up through college. Five main types of 
word-attack s k i l ls — configuration, context clues, phonics, structural 
analysis, and dictionary s k i l ls —were discussed.
Comprehension deals with deriving, in te rp re tin g , and applying 
meaning and was found to be a major objective of reading instruction . 
Research has demonstrated that i t  could be synonymous with thinking.
A review of the lite ra tu re  showed two broad categories of comprehension 
tasks— tra n s lite ra l,  where a ll the information needed to answer the
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questions is found in the passage, and in fe re n tia l, where the reader 
has to go beyond the information stated in the passage by using ex­
p erien tia l knowledge plus reasoning. Studies indicate that a b i l i t y  to 
deal with vocabulary, a strong a b i l i t y  to reason, a reader's i n t e l l i ­
gence, and in terest and attitude  towards reading were some o f the fac­
tors that influence reading comprehension.
There seems to be general agreement that positive a ttitu d es  are 
important in ensuring maximal success with reading. Variables thought 
to be associated with attitudes are achievement, self-concept, parents 
and the home environment, the teacher and classroom environment, ins­
tructional practices and special programs, sex, and test in te llig e n c e .
Section seven explained the techniques, methods, and m aterials  
used in rendering AVT-treatment to readers. AVT is an acronym used to 
represent the Auditory Visual T a c tile  reading treatment. This tre a t­
ment uses a multi sensory approach to reading, using sensory and percep­
tual processes which involve hearing, lis ten in g , and seeing. In i t ia l  
treatment begins by using reading exercises s im ilar to early  experiences 
in learning to ta lk ; that is ,  reading is done in slow motion w ith ex­
aggerated a rtic u la tio n . The AVT-treatment stresses taking the reader 
through mini-steps, so that success is kept to a maximum and fru s tra ­
tion held to a minimum. A fter mastering the sequencing of le t te r s ,  the 
reader is taught the sequencing o f sy llab les , which aids in the fin a l 
step o f word-recognition—whole-word perception. F if ty - f iv e  vowel 
flash cards containing the basic vowel sounds together with s k i l l  
cards containing real words using these basic vowel sounds are the two 
main materials used for instruction . The pointer (a dowel s t ic k )  is 
used to help the reader focus on microunits of a word and to give
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perception time. In order to reinforce s k i l ls  taught from the 
vowel flash cards and the AVT s k il l  cards, a consonant and a blends 
wheel are used with a vowel chart.
The la s t section o f the review o f lite ra tu re  dealt with pre­
vious research that used the AVT approach to reading. A study done 
by the Andrews University Reading Center a t E. P. Clarke school ind i­
cated that in  a third-grade classroom 74 percent of a l l  the students 
increased one year in decoding s k i l ls ,  whereas only 5 percent o f the 
control classroom made such an improvement. Further study a t the 
same school indicated that AVT-treatment was e ffec tive  when used in 
small groups, when used on a one-to-one basis, or when used with the 
whole class in a large group. The treatment also seemed e ffe c tiv e  
when used by AVT-trained parents and peer-tutors in the regular class­
room.
Population fo r the Study
The population fo r the study was comprised of a l l  th ird - and 
fourth-grade students who attended the N iles Central, Northside, and 
OakManor Elementary Schools, who received T i t le  I support services, 
and who had a t least low-average scores o f in te llig en ce . This gave 
the study eighty-seven subjects. Of these eighty-seven students, a ll  
but four s a tis fa c to r ily  completed the attendance c rite rio n  set by the 
researcher p rio r to the study. Thus eighty-three students were inclu­
ded in the AVT and the Attention-Control treatments. Forty-three  
received AVT-treatment and fo rty  received Attention-Control group 
treatment.
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Procedure and Methodology
Two experimental conditions were employed fo r the study— the 
AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control treatment. Students a t Niles  
Central Elementary School were assigned by the Niles School D is tr ic t  
reading spec ia lis t to be in the AVT-treatment group, and those a t 
Niles Northside and OakManor schools were assigned to the A ttention - 
Control treatment group.
Both groups received individual attention  to reading problems 
during T it le  I reading support service laboratory periods, where read­
ing is taught and practised in small groups. The only apparent read­
ing curriculum difference between the Attention-Control and the AVT- 
treatment groups was the introduction o f the AVT method of reading 
into the AVT-treatment group.
Pre- and posttesting were done using three instruments. The 
Woodcock Word Id e n tific a tio n  test measured word-recognition, the Nelson 
S ilen t Reading Comprehension test evaluated silent-reading comprehen­
sion, and the Heathington A ttitude Scale tested the students' a ttitu d e  
towards reading.
To analyze the data co llected, three main s ta t is t ic a l methods 
were employed. One-way univariate analysis o f covariance was used to 
examine separately the data on the e ffec ts  of AVT-treatment on word- 
recognition, s ilen t-read ing  comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards read­
ing, with I .  Q. and pretest scores being the covariates. A one-way 
m ultivariate analysis of covariance was used to make allowance fo r  
the in tercorrelations among the three posttest scores on word-recogni­
tio n , s ilent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards reading.
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Here too, the pretest scores and I .  Q. scores were the covariates.
As the m ultivariate analysis indicated a s ig n ific a n t difference be­
tween the groups, a discriminant function analysis was used to iden­
t i f y  the variables most responsible for separating the groups.
Summary and Discussion of Findings 
This section presents a summary of the findings of the study 
with regard to the four main hypotheses. Each hypothesis was accepted 
or rejected according to the test of significance. To test the hypo­
theses alpha was set a t the .05 leve l.
Hypothesis 1. There is no s ig n ifican t difference between the 
posttest word-recognition means of the two treatment groups, as mea­
sured by the Woodcock Word Id en tifica tio n  Test, when pretest scores 
and I .  Q. scores are used as covariates.
On the basis of the data on the whole population of disabled 
th ird - and fourth-grade readers at the Niles C entral, Northside, and 
OakManor elementary schools, hypothesis 1 was rejected. I t  can be 
concluded that there was a s ig n ifican t d ifference between word-recog­
n itio n  scores of the AVT-treatment group and the Attention-Control 
group. The AVT-treatment group made s ig n ific a n tly  more gains in 
word-recognition than did the Attention-Control group. This finding  
is  in accordance with previous AVT research reviewed in the lite ra tu re  
(Robertson, 1978; Youngberg, 1979).
The f i r s t  hypothesis further looked a t the e ffe c t of AVT- 
treatment on grades three and four, taken separately, and on each 
I .  Q. category. On the basis of the data derived from each grade 
le v e l, i t  was found that there is a s ign ifican t difference in favor
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of the AVT-treatment group in both grades three and four. When test­
ing fo r significance on data fo r the three I .  Q. categories, i t  was 
found thav. there was a s ig n ific a n t difference in favor of the AVT- 
treatment group fo r the average I .  Q. readers. However, there was 
no s ig n ifican t difference between the AVT-treatment group and the 
Attention-Control group fo r the high-average or the low-average I .  Q. 
categories, although in both cases the difference was in the direction  
favoring the AVT-treatment group. Thus, i t  appears th a t word- 
recognition a b il ity  was increased s ig n ifican tly  fo r average readers 
when AVT-treatment was provided.
Hypothesis 2. There is no s ign ifican t d ifference between the 
posttest silent-reading comprehension means of the two treatment 
groups, as measured by the Nelson S ilent Reading Comprehension tes t, 
when pretest scores and I .  Q. scores are used as covariates.
The findings from the study indicate that th is hypothesis was 
not supported by the data. There was a s ig n ifican t d ifference in 
silent-reading comprehension mean scores between the AVT-treatment 
group and the Attention-Control group, with the former showing sig­
n ific a n tly  higher gains in s ilen t-read ing  comprehension. Although the 
AVT-treatment did not include any teaching of comprehension, indica­
tions from the results seem to show that improvement in word-recogni­
tion brings about improvement in comprehension. This observation is 
in keeping with P e rfe tti's  (1977, p. 24) views, fo r he says, " I assume 
that decoding is an important part of reading comprehension." To him 
"reading comprehension = Decoding + Thinking."
When data from each grade level were looked a t separately, 
only the data analyzed from the th ird  grade showed a s ig n ifican t
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difference in favor o f the AVT-treatment group in s ilen t-read ing  
comprehension. The AVT-treatment e ffe c t on grade four, the high- 
average I .  Q ., the average I .  Q., and the low-average I .  Q. students 
showed no s ig n ifican t differences between scores of AVT-treatment and 
the Attention-Control groups in s ilen t-read ing  comprehension, although 
the difference consistently favored the AVT-treatment group.
Hypothesis 3 . There is no s ig n ific a n t difference between the 
posttest reading a ttitu d e  means of the two treatment groups, as 
measured by the Heathington Attitude Scale when pretest scores and
I .  Q. scores are used as covariates.
An analysis o f the data does support hypothesis 3. There was 
no s ign ifican t d ifference in reading attitudes between the mean post­
test scores of the AVT-treatment and the Attention-Control groups, a l ­
though in a ll  I .  Q. categories and at each grade leve l, the small 
difference appeared subjectively to be in favor of the A ttention - 
Control group. The review of lite ra tu re  hov/ever, pointed to the fact 
that the a b ility  to read improved attitudes (Ransbury, 1973). This 
fact is not observed in the study and one might assume that th is  was 
so because attitudes are changed slowly. In a le tte r  received from 
Lang he explains that:
This is to be expected in the f i r s t  20 hrs of the program. The 
AVT program works the students much harder than most students 
with a learning problem are used to working. Hence, many o f 
these students do not begin to develop a positive a ttitu d e  un til 
they make the second grade's progress. Once they rea lize  that 
there are positive gains and w ill  continue to be gains, genuine 
enthusiasm begins to build . (November 30, 1980, Appendix 02).
Further, attitudes are said to be, "unique, personal, and unpredict­
able" (Squire 1969, p. 523).
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Hypothesis 4 . There is no s ig n ific a n t difference between the 
centroids o f the two treatment groups with respect to posttest scores 
on word-recognition, silent-reading comprehension, and a ttitu d e  towards 
reading when pretest scores on these variables are used as covariates.
Hypothesis 4 was not supported by the analysis of the data, 
and was therefore rejected. The findings indicated that there was a 
sign ifican t difference between the centroids of the two experimental 
treatment groups with respect to word-recognition, s ilent-reading  
comprehension, and attitudes toward reading. I t  was seen that the 
AVT-treatment group was s ig n ifican tly  d is tin c t from the A ttention - 
Control group in that the former had higher scores on the Woodcock 
Word Id en tific a tio n  test and the Nelson S ile n t Reading Comprehension 
te s t, in that order of importance.
Conclusions
Emerging from the foregoing findings o f this study are the 
following conclusions:
1. A s ig n ifican t increase in  word-recognition a b il ity  with  
students in grades three and four was evidenced when AVT-treatment was 
used.
2. AVT-treatment aids word-recognition at a ll normal I .  Q. 
levels, with a higher increase seen among the average I .  Q. students 
than among the high-average I .  Q. or the low-average I .  Q. students.
3. Word-recognition s k ills  were improved s ig n ifican tly  with  
only eighteen hours of AVT-treatment.
4. Although AVT-treatment is bas ica lly  a decoding strategy, 
reading-comprehension was seen to be s ig n ific a n tly  increased among
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th ird - and fourth-grade students receiving th is treatment.
5. Reading-comprehension of third-grade students who had 
had AVT-treatment increased s ig n ifican tly . However, while scores o f 
students in grade four, and students at a l l  normal I .  Q. categories 
consistently favored the AVT-treatment, the findings were not s ta t is ­
t ic a lly  s ig n ifican t.
6. With only eighteen hours of AVT-treatment, a s ig n ifican t  
difference in s ilent-reading comprehension is evidenced among th ird -  
and fourth-grade students.
7. The use of the AVT-treatment did not show a s ig n ifican t  
difference in a change o f attitudes toward reading among th ird - and 
fourth-grade disabled readers.
8. I t  might perhaps be concluded that a change of attitudes  
toward reading is not generally seen to take place w ithin a short 
duration of AVT-treatment.
9. Of the reading s k ills  subjected to study in this research, 
word-recognition was most s ig n ifican tly  increased by using AVT- 
treatment, with s ilen t-read ing  comprehension s ig n ific a n tly  aided next.
10. A s ig n ifican t increase in word-recognition and s ile n t-  
reading comprehension s k ills  was seen a fte r AVT-treatment among grade 
three and four students who come from low income backgrounds.
11. AVT-treatment showed a s ign ifican t increase of word- 
recognition and s ilent-read ing  comprehension s k ills  when used with 
students who have been c lass ified  as being "disabled readers." That 
is , these students demonstrated a discrepancy o f one year or more 
between th e ir grade level in school and th e ir  reading-grade level 
before the study.
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Imp!ications
Emerging from the findings of this study are the following 
im plications:
1. Since AVT-treatment improved reading fo r the disabled 
readers i t  may imply th a t, i f  put into the regular reading curriculum, 
i t  would be a s tra te g ic  method fo r teachers to use with a ll students.
2. I t  is fu rth e r implied that, due to the beneficial results
achieved in a short period of time, AVT-treatment workshops for c u rr i­
culum planners, teachers, teacher-aides, parents, and volunteer class­
room helpers should be conducted regularly in d iffe re n t parts of the 
nation.
3. Results from this study may imply th a t, i f  reading a t t i ­
tudes are to be tested , a period longer than eighteen hours of tre a t­
ment be used in order fo r results to be seen.
4. The results derived from the study regarding the readers' 
attitudes toward reading may perhaps imply that the AVT-treatment be 
redesigned in such a way that not only would reading s k ills  be helped, 
but that reading may be made more a ttrac tive  and appealing to the 
reader.
Recommendations for Further Study
As the research for this study progressed, other questions 
were raised which were not part o f the present study. Therefore the 
following recommendations are made:
1. I t  is recommended that the study be replicated using more 
subjects, preferably a random sample from a large population from
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several schools, with d iffe ren t grade leve ls , an adequate number of 
d iffe ren t I .  Q. categories, students from varying socio-economic and/ 
or cu ltura l backgrounds, and using the treatment for a longer period 
of time. This would give s u ffic ie n t time to reach higher levels of 
treatment, and allow for more generalizations.
2. I t  would be well to conduct a s im ila r study with other 
instruments which would measure word-recognition, silent-reading  
comprehension, and attitudes toward reading. A s im ilar group of 
students could be used in order to determine i f  the same type of 
results would be obtained.
3. I t  may also be useful to study the effectiveness of AVT- 
treatment on other variables which a ffec t reading, such as vocabulary 
development, spe lling , word-attack s k i l ls ,  speed of reading, lis ten ing  
s k ills , auditory s k i l ls ,  and visual perception.
4. In order to observed the permanence of the results of the 
AVT-treatment on a student's reading s k i l ls ,  a longitudinal study 
should be undertaken. Doing such research would help to get important 
information regarding the extent to which AVT-techniques are retained, 
and i f  a change in attitude would be seen.
5. I t  would also be in teresting  to observe whether increasing 
the overall to ta l time period of treatment and/or the increasing or 
decreasing of time at each AVT-treatment session would make a change 
in resu lts .
6 . A very meaningful study could be done by introducing AVT- 
treatment into the regular reading curriculum beginning at f i r s t  grade 
and observing the reading p ro file  o f such students in comparison with
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those who do not s ta r t school with AVT-treatment. This would help 
educators observe i f  AVT-treatment might be a preventive measure 
against developing reading problems.
7. In future studies i t  may be advisable fo r the classroom 
teacher to experiment with the research instead of having an "outside" 
experimenter. Important student reactions to the treatment could be 
derived this way, and AVT-techniques could be used during a l l  subject 
periods where reading is required.
8. Since i t  is possible that the students' feelings toward 
the experimenter could influence the ir responses on tests, i t  would 
seem preferable that the experimenter be absent from both the pre­
testing and posttesting sessions.
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APPENDIX A
AVT TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS
1. Index to AVT S k ill Cards
2. Index to Vowel Flash Cards
3. Consonant Wheel and Blends Wheel
4. Vowel Chart
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INDEX TO AVT SKILL CARDS
LEVEL I (Gray Cards)
 "Control w ith  a Pointer"
 “Vowels have d if fe r e n t  shapes’
Continuation o f above Card
1A m n ng
IB f  s V 2 sh th
1C P t c
10 b d g i r  w y
____ IE h ch j  X qu
2A O o D
2B o i  □
2C n a n
2D n u n
____ 2E o e D
3A n ay o a i  o o a n e
38 O e a n □  e e o O eQ e
3C □  i n e n y O ind
30 □o Ooa o now
3E Due Qoo □  new
4A wan Qaw □ al G oar
48 n o n e □  ow n o u n
4C n o o n  n u a
LEVEL I I ( Iv o ry  Cards)
1A □ o n
IB □  i n D an
1C o u n □ e n
3A t r
3B cr
3C pr th r
"3D f r shr s t r
4A or ar
4B er i r  ur wor
5A c
“5B g





□  I'D c iaD
□ eD nua
O o D e  
□  OUD Qude
_2A o a  t ie  
"2B □  eo  e n i n e  
"2C □  oq  e D u c ie
_3A a  eea ooao  
3B a  ay n  a i n  
"3C n  oon n  e^n  
_3D o o y  n o i a
_4A d  or n  a r
_4B n e r  Q i r
"4C □  ur worn  
□  u iD











□  ay o a i a  OeighD D a D e  
□  e e o  n e a a  o i * n  a e o e  
O ig h t a in d  c i e o  o y  
o o a a  now n o ld  n o n e  
q o o q  Dew nue d o u d
□  i o e
□  u ia  u n  e
wao n a l  □  Daw D auO  
□ o n e  n u n  n o u n  now 
G 00O D u D  D oy D o in  sounds o f
LEVEL V (Gold Cards)
 5A O o ld  n in d  D y  D ig h t
 5B Dow less ness ing
_6A Gaw D a u n  O a lD  waD
_6B □  ouQ Ooughn
~6B Double o f above card
□  or
□  e r
□  a r
D i r  O u r
LEVEL I I I  (Yellow  Cards)
 1A nt mp
 IB nk c t
 1C pt sts
 ID S y lla b ic  T ransitions
 2A pi
 2B cl gl f l  v l
_7A sounds o f "c"
_7B sounds o f “c"
_7C sounds o f "g"
_7.C sounds o f “g"
8A Ded ClaO OaCT'enOaOe  
JBB □  i □  OintT I.* □  O in e
□ in e n  n o n  n o m e o
□ one  n o n  eci 
JBC C lu O  O itm e n  C u O e
□  uDtCl CeO (fcCX’ e n  OeGe
O e n  e Cl*
JBD ar are e r  ere i r
9A kn gn s i le n t  "h" ph
“9B hard "ch"
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INDEX TO AVT SKILL CARDS ( Contd.)
LEVEL VI (Green Cards)
 1 Instructions
 1A ive ous able
 IB y ies ia ian ate ia te
 1C ious ient ience iant iance
ia l ie r  io r  
ID i ab1e i um
2A "i"  as both vowel and consonant 
'2B " i"  as a consonant
3A sion su
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INDEX TO VOWEL FLASH CARDS
1. □ 0 □
2. □ 1 □
3. □ a □
4. □ u □
5. □ e □
6. □ a □ e
7. □ e □ e
8. □ i □ e
9. □ 0 □ e*
10. □ u □ e
11. □ e e □
12. □ 0 a □
13. □ a y
14. □ a i □
15. □ 0 o □
16. □ a 1 □
17. w a □
18. □ 0 w *
19. □ e a □ *
20. □ □ □ e d *
21. □ 0 r
22. □ a r
23. □ e r
24. □ i r
25. □ u r
26. □ a □ e □
27. □ a □ □ e □
28. □ e □ e □ *
29. □ e □ □ e □
30. □ i □ e □
31. □ i □ □ e □
32. □ 0 □ e □
33. □ o □ □ e □
34. □ u □ e □
35. □ u □ □ e □
36. □ a r e
37. □ e r e
38. □ i r e
39. □ u r e
40. w 0 r □
41. □ e a r □ *
42. □ u i □
43. □ y
44. □ 0 u □ *
45. □ e w
46. □ □ □ y
47. □ i e □ *
48. □ 0 1 d
49. □ i n d
50. □ 0 y
51. □ 0 i □
52. □ a w
53. □ a u □
54. □ i g h t
55. n e i g h □
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CONSONANT WHEEL AND BLENDS WHEEL
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CONSONANT WHEEL AND BLENDS WHEEL (Contd.)
v i u  iim * r  iim t*»«f tif u f t M ,
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□ UD □ a D
V-"ir"
□ e D □  I D
□eae □ iDe □ one □ une
□eea □ight □oan □ew
□eaD □y □ow □uia
□ieD □ieD □ OUD □ue.
□ein □ind □old □ OUD
□  OOD








I .  The tides o f the longue ore t ig h t 
a g s in u  (he gums, m elting  •  seal. to  
tha t a ll b rea th  m u tt pats th rough on 
opening a t the  front.
1. Breath and voice past th rough a 
•m a ll opening ju s t behind the gum 
rtdg».
□auo /b fn a ln  
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M l  RECORD SHEET
BASIC LAB cord lists  o:j man CH.
iir ra o . LEVEL 1 VH1TB 7C7EL CARDS yiASllCARDS ___
l * 2 ? 4
id  2 A A A > 1 2 3 4 5 1-3 ■
Is  E B B 3 r 6 7 0 9 10 1-5 ___ _
A. Ps C C C p 1-10
B Cc D D w r -------
a J B E P t ___ _
f t r
LEVEL 2 IYCRY
T* 2 3 4 ------ -
1 A P A A w I 2 3 4 5 1-5
A B t 3 3 P 6 7 0 9 10 1-10
B C wf C P w 21 22 23 24 25 1-20 ---------
c s Do w t 32 33 34 35 36 1-30 ___
c E wf t 1-10
ILIA.'JIL'C.'UL RE-DIRC 
J r .  P r lo .
rc. pmsiiha
LEVEL 3* CTLUIX
1 2  3 4 5 1-5 5-10 11-15 1-20 1-31
A A A A A t 16-20 21-25 1-13 1-55 -------
B 2 B 3 3 Do 26-30 31-35
C irf a Co Co wf 36-40 -41-45
D D wf p Be 46-50 51-55
w r f .Do r
LEVEL 4 * BLOB 127/EL 5* GOLD PREVIEW r.nr?rr -------
1 2 ? 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 3
1 A A A A A A A A A B P
A B 3 B 3 B 3 B B 3 P r  -------
B C C C C C C C C r t
C -Do D D D C D 3 P t r
So p P e e B P P r r -------
p 9 ? t __
ADVANCED VOCABULARIES -------LEVEL 6* CR22.T 
1 2 3 4-
1 X A 5 A r
A 3  B E B p
B p C ? p r
0 p r  t
3) t
DA 12 TEST EAV7 GRACE STARS. CC2X2OT
SCORE SCORE SCORE
*  A ll  students cover starred Iteno . Cover on ly  
starred I t  ecu on grades where rending la  ade­
quate.
/  York a a t ln fa c to r i ly  done and/or in a tru c t lo n a  
recently  read by teacher.
X  Lcoaon ban been reviewed.
^ lo a u c n  baa been covered a th ird  t in e , 
e C rite r io n  check o f n k i l l  eaatcry. 
d D lroctlono fo r  the teacher, 
f  plush votvel canto.
1 In troducto ry  e n te r ta in  preceding a u n i t .
1 Pro o r Jun ior P ric e r, 
o Oldeat Story
p Perceptual nd jua taen t. See back, 
r  Review.
a Speech-control exercise, 
t  Teat ccnr.lngfu l reading.
w Oord U n to  on backa o f vowel cards. Read 5 
Excrclscu done a t ono le ve l need not be repen t­
ed n t the h ith e r  le v e l unleuo review In needed.




Level I 1A-4C, Pointer Control 
Vowel Chart, Consonant Wheels 
Talking Machine Experiments 
Spelling, In tro .,  Level I 
Vowel Cards, Lists & Flash, 1-20.
Grade 1 Books
Pointer Control (used only on Preprimer and Junior Primer) 
Pointer Assistance, Teacher or Self 
Trade-A-Syllable 
Syllable Pacing
Free Reading or Eye sequencing
GRADE 2 SKILLS
♦Level I 1A-14, Pointer Control ( i f  not done before)
Level I I  1A-4B, See d irections on back of sheet 
♦Vowel Cards, Lists & Flash, 1-20 
Consonant Blends Wheel, Vowel Cnart 
Talking Machine Experiments 
Spelling
Oldest Story, using Trade-A -Syllable, on Ch. 1 
Grade 2 Books
Pointer Control (used only on Preprimer and Junior Primer) 
Pointer Assistance, Teacher and Self 
Trade-A-Syllable 
Syllable Pacing
Free Reading or Eye Sequencing
GRADE 3 SKILLS
♦Level I 1A-1E
♦Level I I  1A-4B
Vowel Card Lists and Flash vowel cards (Complete the set)
Talking machine Experiments (especially blends)
Level I I I  1A-5B, Pointer Control
Spelling
Oldest Story (fin ish  book)
Grade 3 Books




Free Reading with Analysis o f Content





♦Level I I I  1A-5B Pointer Control
Level IV 1A-9B Eye Sequencing
Prefixes
Vowel Cards, Flash only 
♦Oldest Story 
Level VI la , IB, 3E, Trade-A-Syllable
Grade 4 Books















I I I  1A-5B, Pointer Control 
Flash work or Review
IV 1A-9B, Eye Sequence or Free Reading
IV Review
VI 1A-4B (Review those done before)
VI Review
V Free reading. S tart a fte r Level VI Cards 1A-2B are 
completed. Level V cards must be done simultaneously 









Free Reading with Attention to Content
♦ I f  not already done
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PLOSIVES,
VERBAL CUES TO ARTICULATION OF CONSONANTS 
UNVOICED
P Catch some air with the lips.
t Catch some air with the front of the tongue 
all the way around the gum ridge.
close tight
c,k,ck Catch some air at the back of your tongue. Notice that the
tip of the tongue is down and the back of the tongue is 
against the soft palate.
NASALS
m Hum with the lips together.
n Hum with the front of the tongue, tight all 
around the gum ridge.
the way
ng Hum with the back of the tongue against the soft palate.
PLOSIVES, VOICED
b Catch some air with the lips and let the voice vibrate
a fraction of a second before you let it out. Can you 
think of a letter that is made in the same place in your 
mouth that the b is made?
d Catch some air with the front of the tongue and let
the voice vibrate a little. Can you think of a letter 
that is made in the same place in your mouth that the 
d is made?
g Catch some air with the back of the tongue and let the
voice vibrate a little. Can you think of a letter that is 
made in the same place in your mouth that the g is made?
CUE REFERENCE LIPS FRONT OF TONGUE BACK OF TONGUE
Catch air with , unvoiced P t o o JT
Hum m n ng
Catch air with, voiced b d g
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VERBAL CUES TO ARTICULATION OF CONSONANTS (Contd.)
FRICATIVES
s Let some air leak out from a little hole at the front of 
the tongue.
f Bite the lower lip and let air leak out.
sh Pucker and let air whoosh out past the tongue. What is 




Bite the tongue and let air leak out.
z ,  V Like the "s", "f", only it is voice. Put your hand on 
your throat and make an s and then a z. Can you tell me 
what the difference is between a z and a s?
MISCELLANEOUS
Get some air ready. Take air in ready to let it out 
on the vowel.
Catch air with the front of the tongue and pucker. J is 
like exploding a "d" into an "sh". Ch is like exploding 
a "t" into an "sh".
Place tip of the tongue on gum ridge and flip it into 
the vowel.
Catch air with the BACK of the tongue as for a "k" and 
release with lips puckered as for a "w".
Pucker with sides of the tongue against the gums with 
no sound.
Fucker with tongue relaxed. Use the voice, 
wh unvoiced Pucker with tongue relaxed and blow through the opening.
x Catch air with the back of the tongue as for a "k" and
release it at the front of the tongue as for an "s".
y This sounds like "ee". Use a puckered opening as in
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VERBAL CUES TO ARTICULATION OF CONSONANTS (Contd.)
FINAL BLENDS
nd, nt Hum at the front of the tongue for the "n", and stop it 
at the same position for the "d" or "t". You close the 
soft palate and build up pressure.
mp Hum with the lips for the "m" and stop it at the same 
position for the "p".
nk Hum at the back of the tongue for the "n" as in "ng", 
and stop it at the sare positon for the "k".
ct Catch some air at the back of the tongue, and then slide 
the tip of the tongue up to close it at the front without 
releasing any of the air until you explode from the t 
position.
pt Catch some air with the lips, but release it at the front 
of the tongue.
sts Let some air leak out at the front of the tongue, stop 
it with the tongue, then let it leak out again.
"L" BLENDS
Pi Catch some air with the lips, and then place the tip of 
the tongue on the gum ridge. Release the air simulta­
neously as the tongue flips down.
cl Catch some air at the back of the tongue. Start to 
curl the tip of the tongue for the "I". Flip it off 
the gum ridge as you release the air into the vowel.
fl, vl Start the "f" or "v" and keep it foing while placing the 
tip of the tongue on the gum ridge. You will not hear 
the "1" until you move into the vowel.
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VERBAL CUES TO ARTICULATION OF CONSONANTS (Contd.)
"R" BLENDS
Demonstrate the "r" blends first as a whispered ntr" with a 
whistling quality in the "r". Narrowing the face and puckering 
the muscles around the chin help get the tongue in the right shape 
for the "r". Note that air is directed downward with the "tr".
tr, dr Get pressure (note "t"), narrow your face and get your 
tongue ready to make a groove (note "r").
cr, gr Catch some air at the back of the tongue and narrow 
for the "r".
pr, br Catch some air with the lips and tighten the muscles 
of the face for an "r".
fr Start the "f", keep it going, narrow the face, and 
get ready to whistle the r into the vowel.
thr Start the "th” , keep it going, narrow the face, and 
get ready to whistle the r into the vowel.
shr Start the "sh", and narrow for the "r".
str Start the "s", stop the air with the front of the 
tongue and narrow for the "r".
spr Start the "s” , stop the air with the lips, and n 
narrow for the "r".
scr Start the "s", stop the air with the back of the 
tongue and narrow for the "r".
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SLASH CHART
Date Cradc Dace Cradc
GradeDace Dace Grade
CradcDaceCradcDace
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APPENDIX B
SCHEDULES AND GROUPS USED IN GIVING THE AVT TREATMENT
1. Make-up of each individual AVT Treatment group
2. Pre and Posttesting Schedule


















STUDENTS AND CLINICIANS IN THE AVT-TREATMENT GROUPS
R
e x p e r im e n te rs nuum
4th 3-A 3-B #
(9:45 a.m.-10:20 a.m.) (10:25 a.m.-11 :05 a.m .) (11:05 a.m.-1 1 :45 a.m .)
C linician A #35 #01 #07 101
and #32 #13 #21




Clinician C #43 #14 #23 Math Lab
and #40 #15 #29




Clinician E #41 #02 #12 202
and #30 #04 #08























AVT PRE AND POSTTESTING SCHEDULE
TEST
C E N T R A L O A K  M A N O R N 0 R T H S I 0 E
GRADE DAYS TIME GRADE DAYS TIME GRADE DAYS TIME
Woodcock 
Word Id e n ti­




Mon. Jan. 14 




































(S. de A .)
3 *













Mon. Jan. 14 
Mon. Jan. 14
9:40-10:00  
(L . M .)
9:40-10:00  
(S. de A .)
3 IS 
4J








MATERIALS DEVELOPED FOR USE IN THE AVT 
TREATMENT GROUPS
1. Lesson Plans
2. Individual Student Folders
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LESSON PLAN: 1
DATE: January 21, 1980
MATERIALS: 1, Level I Cards IA, IB & IC
2. Transparencies for cards IA, B and C,
3. Consonant wheels (large)
4. Vowel cards 1-3 (large)
STEPS: 1, Introduce the program. (Reward systems,
purpose of the special program, goals>ground 
rules e t c . )
2. Level I Card IA--teach using transparency
3. Wheel work with consonant wheels
4. Level I ,  Card IB
5. Wheel work with consonant wheels
6. Level I Card IC
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LESSON PLAN: 2
DATE: January 23, 1980
MATERIALS: Level 1 Cards ID, IE and IC
Level I I  Card IA 
Blends wheel 
Vowel cards 1-3
Transparencies for cards ID and IE and 1C
STEPS: 1. Review Card IC
2. Card ID
3. Card IE
4. Review vowel cards 1-3
5. Introduce blends wheel
Do wheel work fo r group while individuals  
having trouble on whopper words are indivi 
dually helped.
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LESSON PLAN : 3
DATE: January 24, 1980





Wheels (Consonant and blends wheels) 
Vowel cards 4 and 5
Transparencies for cards IB to 2A
STEPS: 1. Card IB— kids must read a l l  whopper words
and some easy words on the card
2. Card 1C
3. Introduce vowel cards 4 and 5
4. Review vowel cards 1-5
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LESSON PLAN: 4
DATE: January 28, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level I I  Cards 2B-2E
2, Jr. Primer
3, Transparencies for cards 2B-2E
STEPS: 1. Card 2B (You don't need to complete the
cards, but cover a l l  the principles )
2. Card 2C — Level I I
3. Card 2D
4. Card 2E











Cards at Level I
Level I Caru 2A, pul a l l  le t te r  patterns on 
Jr. Primer
Introduce spelling with Level I Cards 
(Short vowel sounds)
Put a ll le t te r  patterns on board from card 
2A and take spelling on Card 2A 
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LESSON PLAN: 5
DATE: January 31, 1980
MATERIALS: 1 .Level 2 Cards 2B, 2C, and 2D
2. Transparencies for Cards 2B, 2C 2D (Leve1 2)








STEPS: 1, Spelling words on Card 2B (Not a l l  words
need to be done) Write vowel patterns on 
chalk board and point to pattern to be used.
2. Spelling work on Card 2C
3. Spelling work on Card 2D
4. Vowel cards 6-10
5. Review vowel cards 1-10
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LESSON PLAN: 7
DATE: February 4, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Vowel cards 1-10
2. Level 2 Cards 2E, and 3A
3. Transparencies for cards 2E and 3A
*T, v  I • r | IISICI
5. Wheels
STEPS: 1. Spelling on Card 2E (patterns of vowels
on chalk board)
2. Level 2 Card 3A
3. Wheel work
4. J r. Primer 1st two lines with pointer,
then keep same speed without the pointer,
only with eye-pointer control.
TIME 
10 mins .
15 mi ns . 
5 mi ns. 
10 mins.
40 mins.
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LESSON PLAN: 8 
DATE: February 6, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 2 Cards 3B, 3C and 4A
2. Transparencies for Cards 38, 3C and 4A
3. Vowel cards 1-15
STEPS: 1. Card 3B
2. Card 3C
3. Introduce vowel cards 11-15 and review 
cards 1-15 (according to the needs of each 
ch ild , get the child to read the words found 
on the back of the vowel cards)
4. Card 4A
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LESSON PLAN: 9
DATE: February 7, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 2 Card 4B
2. Transparency for Card 4B
3. Slash charts
4. Webster s k il l  box
5. Webster s k il l  answer sheets
6. Graded readers
STEPS: 1. Card 4B
2. Perceptual adjustment
3. Slash chart work
4. Comprehension check







DATE: February 11, 1980









Webster s k ill  cards 
Comprehension answer sheets 
Level 3, Card 1A 
Transparency for Card 1A
STEPS: 1. Complete perceptual adjustment
2. Do slash chart check
3. Comprehension check
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LESSON PLAN: 11
DATE: February 13, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 3, Cards 1B-1D
2. Transparencies for cards 1B-1D
3. Vowel cards 1-20
STEPS: 1. Card IB
2. Card 1C
3. Card ID
4. Vov/el cards 16-20
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LESSON PLAN: 12
DATE: Febraury 14, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 3, Cards 2A and 28
2. Transparencies fo r Cards 2A and 2B
3. J r. Primer
4. Graded Basal readers
TIME
Card 2A 10 mins.
Card 2B 10 mins.
Partia l perceptual adjustment on a ll kids 20 mins.
Step a. 1 pg. on J r. Primer with Pointer
control (medium sized page) 3 mins.
Step b. Eye pointer on next page 3 mins.
Step c. Reading a t grade level to adjust to 3 mins.
Step e. Trade-a-syllable at grade level 5 mins.
the ch ild  is adjusting to.
Step d. Eye-pointer at th e ir  grade level 6 mins.
40 mins.
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LESSON PLAN: 13
DATE: February 18, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 3 Cards 3A and 3B
2. Transparencies for Cards 3A and 3B
3. Story books
4. Graded books
STEPS: 1. Level 3, Card 3A
2. Card 3B
3. Trade-a-syllable in graded books (1-1 /2 a 
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LESSON PLAN: 14
DATE: February 20, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 3 Cards 3C and 3D
2. Transparencies fo r Cards 3C and 3D
3. Vowel cards 1-25
4. Wheels
STEPS: 1. Card 3C
2. Card 3D
3. Blends wheel work
4. Vowel Cards 21-25
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LESSON PLAN: 15
DATE: February 21, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 3, Card 4A
2. Transparency fo r card 4A
3. J r . Primer
4. Graded books
5. Slash charts
6. Webster s k i l l  cards
STEPS: 1. Card 4A
2. Perceptual adjustment (steps a-e)
3. Comprehension check
4. Slash chart work
(Slash chart work and comp, check are done 
while perceptual adjustments are being done)
5. Perceptual adjustment steps f-g
Step f .  Trade-a-syllable with themselves 
Step g. Trade-a-syllable only on worcfe the 
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LESSON PLAN: 16
DATE: February 25, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 3, Card 5A and 5B
2. Transparencies for cards 5A and 5B
3. Slash charts
4. Graded books
5. J r. Primer
6. Webster s k il l  cards
STEPS: 1. Card 4B
2. Card 5A
3. Card 50
4. Complete perceptual adjustment 
Step F. Self trade-a -sy llab le
Step G. Trade-a-syllable only on words the 
child does not quite know.
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LESSON PLAN: 17 
DATE: February 27, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 4, the f i r s t  4 cards
2. Vowel cards 26-29
3. Slash charts
4. Webster s k ill  cards
5. Webster answer sheets
STEPS: 1. Slash chart check (in d iv id u a lly ) while
group does blue card 1A onwards OR do 
vowel card work with partners
2. Comprehension check
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LESSON PLAN: 18
DATE: February 28, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Set of blue cards for each child  
2. Vowel cards 30-33
STEPS: 1. 4 blue cards
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LESSON PLAN: 19
DATE: March 3, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Set of blue cards fo r each child  
2. Vowel cards 34-37
STEPS: 1. 4 blue cards
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LESSON PLAN: 20
DATE: March 5, 1930
MATERIALS: 1. Set of blue cards fo r each child  
2. Vowel cards 38-41
STEPS: 1. 4 blue cards
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LESSON PLAN: 21
DATE March 6, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Set of blue cards for each child
2. Vowel cards 1-41 (Review)
STEPS: 1. 4 blue cards
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LESSON PLAN: 22
DATE: March 10, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 6, cards 1A and IB
2. Books 2 grade levels above the child's reading level
3. Transparencies fo r  cards 1A and IB
STEPS: 1. Card 1A
2. Card IB
3. Trade-a-syllable on books 2 grade levels 
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LESSON PLAN: 23
DATE: March 12, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 6 Card? 1C and ID
2. Vowel cards 42-44
3. Story books ( lib ra ry  books)
STEPS: 1. Card 1C
2. Card ID
3. Vowel cards 42-44
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LESSON PLAN: 24
DATE: March 13, 1980
MATERIALS: 1. Level 6 Cards 2A and 2B
2. Transparencies fo r cards 2A and 2B
3. Basal readers
4. Jr. Primer
STEPS: 1. Card 2A ( i f  time is short, do only
one side of card)
2. Card 2 B
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LESSON PLAN: 25
DATE: March 17, 1980 
MATERIALS: 1. Level 6 Card 3A
2. Transparency for card 3A
3. Jr. Primer
4. Basal readers
5. Vowel cards 45-47
STEPS: 1. Card 3A
2. Complete perceptual adjustment 
Step a. Jr. Primer (Only 2 lines) 
Step fa. Eye pointer on 1 page
Step c. Eye pointer in book
Step d. Speeded eye pointer in book
Step e. Trade-a-syllable
Step f .  s e lf trade-a-sy llab le
Step g. Trading only on hard words 
Step h. Smoothing out
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LESSON PLAN: 26
DATE: March 19, 1980 
MATERIALS: Level 6 Card 3B










STEPS: 1. Card 3B
2. Slash chart check done ind iv idually
( children do wheel work with each other)
3. Comprehension check
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LESSON PLAN: 27
DATE: March 20, 1980
MATERIALS: Level 6 Cards 3C and 3D
Transparencies fo r cards 3C and 3D
Vowel cards 1-50
Story books or lib ra ry  books
STEPS: 1, Card 3C 10 mins.
2. Card 3D 10 mins
3. Vowel cards 48-50 5 mins
4. Review vowel cards 1-50 5 mins
5. Reading in story books 10 mins
40 mins
TIME
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT FOLDER
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14
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT FOLDER ( C ontd .)
ASTSilVJXS
Uo. la y  I r .  40 Mins.



















5 1980 i 1







Total I  of Mins. 
Total t  of Hrs.
ORAL READING
Month ! 1 : 1 ! ! i i 1 ! ! ! ! ! 1 1 1
Day 1 1 1  L t _  i L I I i ! 1 1
Year r i t  n  . ! _ ) •  n r ( M i l l
1 I I  1 ! 1 1 > I > 1 | | i l |
16 1 j 1 l 1 I 1 ! 1 ! M i  M
15 I 1 i 1 1 1 1 i ! ! 1 ) > i
14 1 i M i j l i I j 1 !
13 1 I I i 1 ! M 1 1 1 1
12 1 i U i | i i | 1 r i
11 i l I ; i i 1 ; i i M n
10 i I 1 U J  LLJJ. i 1 M M
3 i 1 : | i i i i i . 1 1 I 1 1 1
a i l 1 i ! i : i i i ! ; i ! I 1 r
7 i i i . , ! i t
6 1 1 ! . ! 1 ; i i
5 • n  () i I.I.L! I ! i i M
<7 ; 1 ! i ’ 1 I i 1 l i 1 i 1 • i











- M I !  ! I ! : M  i 1
_ 1 1 i i i M  I i M  i 1
i -. 1. J J—!_L L 1.,!_! ! . 1 j
READING COKXREHEXSXGH
Month 1 1 1 1 I I  M ! II L I 1 I
Day ! 1 1 i 1 | 1 i 1 I I i i 1
Year _ * M ' l ! 1 ' ‘ f ' ! ! i i
. . . .  1 N ! ! .1 t 1 1 1 ! II I
16 ! 1 i ! 1 M 1 M M 1 l l - 4i15 M i l l i ! i 1 11! i I !
j4 Mi i i i t I ! I !  M 1 I 1
13 1 1 1 1 1! M 1 M ! 1 I I  M
12 1 1 ! 1 1 1 l i  M M M  1
11 I i i i i M M ! i 1 i i
10 M i l l 1 1 \ * I I i !
_.9 ' i i i I t  i i 1 1 I : ;
8 M ; M i I I I I I M •
7 1 i i ' ' i i ! I 1 Li.i_P 
i. >rr6 1 1 1 M 1 i t  1 1
S  t i l l ! 1 1 I M 1 j
4 I i i M m . 1 : 1 I i
3 f ■ ■ I i i i m  M : i M
2 i 1 I 1 :
4-1 I ' M ! LL.1_i .! i : i i
Fk-io M 1 1 i i } i n  i
1 1 ! 1 1 1 f 1 1 i i •
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT FOLDER (C o n td ._
M s ic  u b  troioj 0:1 vona. cn. keabjhw ul  nzv-DUio ro .
Z im » .  LEVEL 1 WHITE YOTCL CARDS F U 3 I _______________J r . I ^ n . ___________________________
1* 2 3 4 _____
id  S A A A 1 1 2 3 4 5 1-3 ■
i *  B B B B r 6 7 8 9 10 1-5 ____
A Ps C C C P 1-10
B Gc D D w r
a j E E P t - -
t f r
LEVEL Z IVORY
1* 2 3 4 "
1 A P A A w 1 2 3 4 5 1-5 _
A B t B B P 6 7 8 9 10 1-10
B C wt C P w 21 22 23 24 25 1-20 “
C D Do w t 32 33 34 35 36 1-30 - _ -
c E wf t 1-40
ls y e l y • C.UUBX
1 2 3 4 5 1-5 5-10 ’ 1-15 1-20 1-31
A A A A A t 16-20 21-25 1-43 1-55 "  ■ -
> B B B B Bo 26-30 31-35 H o t aide ■
C *rf 0 Co Co tC 36—to •41-45
B B wf P Rc 46-50 51-55
w wt Bo r -------
LEVEL V» BLUE LC7EL 5* COLD PREY1S.7 KPrvrf
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 3
1 A A A A A A A A A S p
A B B B B B B B B B p r -------
B C C C C C C C C r  t
C Bo D D D 0 D D P t  r
Bo p P e B s P P r r 1 ‘ ‘ 1
? 7 t ___
LEVEL 6* GHE2R ADVAHCED YCCABCLAEirS -------  ---------------------------------------------------------
1 2  3 4 - _______________________________________________
i  A A D A r
A B B B B p----------------------------------------------------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------------
B p C /  p r
g p r  t  *  students cover starred item a. Cover only
j  ^ s ta rred  itc u a  on grades where reading ia  ade­
quate.
/  Work a a t in fa c io r i ly  dene and/or in a tru c tio n a
BAIE TEST RAW GRABS STASD. CC-OKST rece n tly  rend by teacher.
SCORE SCOBS SCOBS y  Lcoaon hac been reviewed.
- ____  _____  _____  _____  _________  lesson ta3 teen cover>rd a th ir d  t in e .
  _____ _____  _____  _____  _________  e C r ite r io n  check o f a k i l l  xaa to ry .
  _____ _____  _____  _____  _________  d B lre c tio n a  fo r  the teacher.
  ___  ___  ____ ____ ______  f Plu ah vowel card a.
  _____       _ _ _ _ _ _  i  In tro d u c to ry  rn to r ia lo  preceding a u n it .
 . _____ _____  _____  _____  _________  j  Tre o r Jun io r I’r lc c r .
 . _____ _____  _____  _____  _________  o O ldest S tory
  _ _ _  _____  _____  _________  p Perceptual adjustment. See back.
- _____  _____  _____  _____  _________  r  Review.
   _____ _____  _____  _____  _________  o Speech-control exercise.
-__________  _____  _____  _____  _________  t  Tent meaningful reeding.
 __ _____ _____  _____  _____  _________  ir Word U n to  on backa o f vowel cnn ln . Head 5
-____ _____  _____  ____  _____  _________  E tcrc ioco done a t one le ve l need not to rcpeu i-
_ _  _____ ■ _____  _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ed a t the h igher le ve l uni con review lo  needed.
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT FOLDER ( Contd.)
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APPENDIX D
COVERING LETTERS
1. Letters to Parent from School Principals
2. Letters from Frank Lang, Director AVT Reading
Laboratory
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N I L E S  C O M M U N I T Y  S C H O O L S
N IL E S . M IC H IG A N  4 0 1 2 0
Dear Parents:
_____________________________________ will be participating in a
reading study group with other third and fourth grade students to 
learn the Audio-Visual-Tactile (AVT) Reading program. This program 
has been highly successful in helping many children to improve their 
reading skills throughout Berrien County.
The AVT reading program is sponsored by the Andrews University 
Reading Department and will be taught by certified graduate teachers 
from Andrews this winter (January to March). Your child will learn 
AVT as a part of the regular reading program.
I am pleased that this opportunity has been offered to the 
children at Central School and I will be glad to answer any questions 
you may have about this program.
Most Sincerely,
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N I L E S  C O M M U N I T Y  S C H O O L S
N IL E S , M IC H IG A N  4 0 1 3 0
Dear Parents:
will be participating in
a reading study with other third and fourth grade students in Niles. 
Certified reading instructors from Andrews University will be giving 
reading achievement and aptitude tests to these students. These tests 
will be given in January and again in March. The test results will 
tell us how well your child is learning to read with the reading program 
he presently uses.
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N I L E S  C O M M U N I T Y  S C H O O L S
N IL E S , M IC H IG A N  4 0 1 2 0
Dear Parents:
_________   will be participaing in
a reading study with other third and fourth grade students in Niles. 
Certified reading instructors from Andrews University will be giving 
reading achievement and aptitude tests to these students. These tests 
will be given in January and again in March. The test results will 
tell us how well your child is learning to read with the reading program 
he presently uses.
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Rt. 7, Box 85, Ringgold, GA 30736 
Phone (404) 937-4114
Educational Laboratory
H o t .  10, 1980
Shirani de SLwie
Andrews University Heading Center 
Berrien Sprints Hich. 49104
Bear Shirani:
Your results with the Hiles project were very impressive, 
especially due to the fact that in the first 20 hr3, we 
take extra time to lay foundation to make possible an 
accelerating rate of progress as the program proceeds.
This, of course, is built into the materials so that founda­
tion laying must preceed any progress. Comparing with our 
experience with clinical and classroom presentation, you 
could hare expected even higher rates of growth, had you 
b«en able to follow up your foundation work with another 
ten or twenty hours of work.
Your excellent gains on comprehension demonstrate the fact 
that students lose more in this area from poor decoding 
practices that distract from comprehension than they do 
from causes that are ordinarily treated in a comprehension 
pro-ram. We have repeatedly noted large gains in compre­
hension resulting entirely from maxing decoding more 
perceptually automatic.
Your results are in keeping with those we have seen in a 
similar time with other projects, but the tremendous vulue 
of your project lies in it's having been done as a properly 
designed research study with controls.
Sincerely,
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Rt. 7, Box 85, Ringgold, GA 30736 
Phone (404)937-4114
Educational Laboratory
Ho t .  30, 1980
Shi rani de Alwis
Andrews University Reading Center 
Berrien Springs, HI 49104
Bear Shirani:
You mentioned a problem of attitude with some students in 
the Niles project. ?his is to be expected in the first 
20 hrs of the program. The AVT program works the student 
much hardor than most students with a learning problem 
are used to working, hence, many of these students do 
not begin to develop a positive attitude until they make 
the second grade's progress. Once they realize that tnere 
are positive gains and v.ill continue to be gains, genuine 
enthusiasm begins to build. In a normal classroom group, 
enthusiasm usually builds from the start, because the amount 
of intensity required is well within the tolerance levels 
of the average child. Conditioning the handicapped xearn­
er to a more intense learning regimen, is however easier 
with AVT than with most programs because AVT is programmed 
so than he does not experience failure. And becoming con­
ditioned to tolerate intensity in a learning experience is 
a valuable factor in mainstreaming the handicapped learner.
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Nelson Silent Reading 
Comprehension Test
Heathlngton Attitude  
Scale
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
47 Northslde 3 92 2.9 3.0 3.5 2.8 76 67
48 Northside 3 87 2.6 3.1 2.7 3.0 84 73
49 Northside 3 95 2.6 3.3 4.0 3.7 64 68
50 Northside 3 98 2.1 2.5 4.1 2.8 75 70
51 Northside 3 98 2.9 2.6 2.8 3.7 81 63
52 Northside 4 98 3.4 3.2 4.3 4.3 80 33
53 Northside 4 90 2.5 2.6 3.1 4.3 70 59
54 Northside 4 102 2.6 2.5 3.0 3.9 79 66
55 Northside 4 102 2.7 2.8 3.0 4.3 65 60
56 Northside 4 99 2.8 3.2 3.0 3.9 66 68
57 Northside 4 88 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.3 69 34
58 Northside 4 97 2.5 2.6 2.2 2.6 77 50
59 Northside 4 83 3.3 3.0 2.8 4.1 72 71
60 Northside 4 85 2.6 2.8 3.1 4.6 64 66
61 Oak Manor 3 100 1.9a 2.1 2.7 2.3 49 67
62 Oak Manor 3 104 1.6 1.8 3.3 2.3 80 59
63 Oak Manor 3 91 1.6 1.6 2.2 1.8 74 90
64 Oak Manor 3 106 2.9 3.2 3.3 4.5 71 78
65 Oak Manor 3 112 3.3 4.1 2.7 2.6 96 85
66 Oak Manor 3 101 1.6 1.7 1.2 2.6 67 92
67 Oak Manor 3 103 2.4 2.3 2.7 3.1 76 58
68 Oak Manor 3 97 1.8 1.9 2.8 2.8 94 88




























Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
70 Oak Manor 3 103 2.4 2.6 2.0 2.5 84 80
71 Oak Manor 3 102 1.9 2.1 2.1 3.3 60 80
72 Oak Manor 3 88 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 90 66
73 Oak Manor 3 108 1.8 2.1 1.8 2.1 81 81
74 Oak Manor 3 117 3.2 2.5 2.7 2.8 68 64
75 Oak Manor 3 96 3.1 2.8 3.1 3.3 87 68
76 Oak Manor 4 89 2.3 2.4 35 2.8 95 47
77 Oak Manor 4 95 2.8 2.7 3.5 4.3 64 72
78 Oak Manor 4 85 2.3 2.5 4.0 4.7 67 52
79 Oak Manor 4 96 3.5 3.9 2.8 4.1 76 84
80 Oak Manor 4 100 3.4 3.2 4.8 4.8 75 46
81 Oak Manor 4 94 3.4 3.5 4.8 3.3 83 69
82 Oak Manor 4 99 3.2 3.2 3.8 4.7 80 60
84 Oak Manor 4 85 2.9 2.4 3.0 1.7 75 53
85 Oak Manor 4 93 2.0 2.3 3.7 4.9 84 56
86 Oak Manor 4 90 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.5 73 72
87 Oak Manor 4 80 3.9 3.5 5.0 6.2 90 78
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